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TANGENT MEASURES OF ELLIPTIC HARMONIC MEASURE
AND APPLICATIONS
JONAS AZZAM ANDMIHALIS MOURGOGLOU
ABSTRACT. Tangent measure and blow-up methods, are powerful tools
for understanding the relationship between the infinitesimal structure of
the boundary of a domain and the behavior of its harmonic measure. We
introduce a method for studying tangent measures of elliptic measures
in arbitrary domains associated with (possibly non-symmetric) elliptic
operators in divergence form whose coefficients have vanishing mean
oscillation at the boundary. In this setting, we show the following for
domains Ω ⊂ Rn+1:
(1) We extend the results of Kenig, Preiss, and Toro [KPT09] by show-
ing mutual absolute continuity of interior and exterior elliptic mea-
sures for any domains implies the tangent measures are a.e. flat
and the elliptic measures have dimension n.
(2) We generalize the work of Kenig and Toro [KT06] and show that
VMO equivalence of doubling interior and exterior elliptic mea-
sures for general domains implies the tangent measures are always
elliptic polynomials.
(3) In a uniform domain that satisfies the capacity density condition
and whose boundary is locally finite and has a.e. positive lower n-
Hausdorff density, we show that if the elliptic measure is absolutely
continuous with respect to n-Hausdorff measure then the boundary
is rectifiable. This generalizes the work of Akman, Badger, Hof-
mann, and Martell [ABHM17].
Finally, we generalize one of the main results of [Bad11] by show-
ing that if ω is a Radon measure for which all tangent measures at a
point are harmonic polynomials vanishing at the origin, then they are all
homogeneous harmonic polynomials.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background. In this paper, we study how the relationships between
the elliptic measures, ω+ and ω−, of two complementary domains, Ω+
and Ω− respectively, dictate the geometry of their common boundaries.
In [KPT09], Kenig, Preiss, and Toro showed that if Ω± are both nontan-
gentially accesible (or NTA) domains in Rn+1 and the interior and exterior
harmonic measures are mutually absolutely continuous, then at every point
of the common boundary except for a set of harmonic measure zero, ∂Ω+
looks flatter and flatter as we zoom in. We will not define NTA but refer the
reader to its inception in [JK82]. Recently, the authors of the current paper,
along with Tolsa [AMT16], as well as with Tolsa and Volberg [AMTV16],
showed that additionally the boundary is n-rectifiable in the sense that, off a
set of harmonic measure zero, the boundary is a union of Lipschitz images
of Rn+1, and in fact Ω+ and Ω− need not be NTA but just connected.
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These are, however, almost everywhere phenomena, so it is interesting
to ask what assumptions we need on ω± to guarantee some nice limiting
behavior of our blowups at every point. In [KT06], Kenig and Toro showed
that ifΩ+ is 2-sided NTA and log dω
−
dω+
∈ VMO(dω+), then as we zoom in on
any point of the boundary for a particular sequence of scales, ∂Ω+ begins to
look more and more like the zero set of a harmonic polynomial (see Section
7 for the definition ofVMO). In [Bad11], Badger proved that if the blowups
of harmonic measure for an NTA domain are harmonic polynomials, they
are in fact homogeneous polynomials, and later in [Bad13] investigated the
topological properties of the sets where the blowups were polynomials of
particular degrees.
To explain these results in more detail, we need to discuss what we mean
by “blowups” and what it means for these to look like not necessarily one
object but any one of a class of objects as we zoom in on harmonic mea-
sure. There are two ways we can consider this. Firstly, we can look at the
Hausdorff convergence of rescaled copies of the support of a measure as we
zoom in. To do this, we follow the framework of Badger, Engelstein, and
Toro [BET17].
Definition 1.1. Let A ⊂ Rn+1 be a set. For x ∈ A, r > 0, and S a
collection of sets, define
ΘSA (x, r) = inf
S∈S
max
 ∑
a∈A∩B(x,r)
dist(a, x+ S)
r
,
∑
z∈(x+S)∩B(x,r)
dist(z, A)
r
 .
We say x ∈ A is a S point of A if limr→0ΘSA (x, r) = 0. We say A
is locally bilaterally well approximated by S (or simply LBWA(S )) if
for all ε > 0 and all compact sets K ⊂ A, there is rε,K > 0 such that
ΘSA (x, r) < ε for all x ∈ K and 0 < r < rε,K .
Thus, for x ∈ A to be a S point means that, as we zoom in on A at the
point x, the set A resembles more and more like an element of S (though
that element may change as we zoom in).
Secondly, we can look at the weak convergence of rescaled copies of the
measure itself. To do this, we follow the framework of Preiss in [Pre87].
For a ∈ Rn+1 and r > 0, set
Ta,r(x) =
x− a
r
.
Note that Ta,r(B(a, r)) = B(0, 1). Given a Radon measure µ, the notation
Ta,r[µ] is the image measure of µ by Ta,r. That is,
Ta,r[µ](A) = µ(rA+ a), A ⊂ Rn+1.
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Here and later, for a function f and a measure µ, we write f [µ] to denote
the push-forward measure measure f [µ](A) = µ(f−1(A)).
Definition 1.2. We say that ν is a tangent measure of µ at a point a ∈ Rn+1
if ν is a non-zero Radon measure on Rn+1 and there are sequences ci > 0
and ri ↓ 0 so that ci Ta,ri [µ] converges weakly to ν as i → ∞ and write
ν ∈ Tan(µ, a).
That is, ν is a tangent measure of µ at a point ξ if, as we zoom in on µ at
ξ for a sequence of scales, the rescaled µ converges weakly to ν.
The collections of measures and sets that we will consider are associ-
ated to zero sets of harmonic functions. Let H denote the set of harmonic
functions vanishing at the origin, P (k) denote the set of harmonic polyno-
mials h of degree k such that h(0) = 0 and F (k) the set of homogeneous
polynomials of degree k. For h ∈ H , we define
Σh = {h = 0}, Ωh = {h > 0},
and
H = {ωh : h ∈ H}, P(k) = {ωh : h ∈ P (k)}, F (k) = {ωh : h ∈ F (k)},
where
ωh = −νΩh · ∇hdσΣh .
Also set
PΣ(k) = {Σh : h ∈ P (1) ∪ · · · ∪ P (k)}, FΣ(k) = {Σh : h ∈ F (k)}
and
HΣ = {Σh : h ∈ H}.
Here νΩh(x) stands for the measure theoretic unit outward normal of Ωh at
x ∈ ∂∗Ωh, the reduced boundary of Ωh. Since h is a harmonic function
and thus, real analytic, which implies that Σh is an n-dimensional real an-
alytic variety, Ωh is a set of locally finite perimeter and one can prove that
Hn(∂Ωh \ ∂∗Ωh) = 0, where Hn stands for the n-Hausdorff measure. No-
tice now that νΩh(x) is defined at Hn-almost every point of Σh and σΣh is
the usual surface measure. For a detailed proof of this see [AMT16, p. 21].
We summarize the best results to date. We first mention a result by the
authors, Tolsa, and Volberg.
Theorem 1.3. Let Ω± ⊂ Rn+1 be two disjoint domains and ω± = ωLA,x±Ω±
for some x± ∈ Ω±. If ω± are mutually absolutely continuous on E, then
for ω±-a.e. ξ ∈ E, Tan(ω±, ξ) ⊂ F (1) and ω+|E can be covered up to a
set of ω+-measure zero by n-dimensional Lipschitz graphs. Furthermore, if
∂Ω± are CDC, then limr→0Θ
FΣ(1)
∂Ω+ (ξ, r) = 0 for ω
+-a.e. ξ ∈ E.
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This was originally shown by Bishop, Carleson, Garnett, and Jones for
simply connected planar domains [BCGJ89]. Later, Kenig, Preiss and Toro
showed that, under the same assumptions, provided that the domain is also
2-sided locally NTA, it holds that dimω+ = n (but not that ω+ is rectifi-
able).
Below we summarize the results so far in the situation when Ω is 2-sided
NTA and the interior and exterior harmonic meausres are VMO equivalent,
which brings together results and techniques from Badger [Bad11, Bad13]
and Kenig and Toro [KT06].
Theorem 1.4. Let Ω+ ⊂ Rn+1 and Ω− = ext(Ω+) be NTA domains, and
let ω± be the harmonic measure in Ω± with pole x± ∈ Ω±. Assume that
ω+ and ω− are mutually absolutely continuous and f := dω
−
dω+
satisfies
log f ∈ VMO(dω+). Then, there exists d ∈ N (depending on n and the
NTA constants) such that the boundary ∂Ω+ is LBWA(PΣ(d)) and may
be decomposed into sets Γ1, ...,Γd satisfying the following.
(1) For 1 ≤ k ≤ d, Γk = {ξ ∈ ∂Ω+ : Tan(ω+, ξ) ⊂ F (k)}.
(2) Γ1 ∪ · · ·Γd = ∂Ω+.
(3) limr→0Θ
FΣ(k)
∂Ω+ (ξ, r) = 0 for ξ ∈ Γk.
The work of [BET17] studies the geometric structure of the set as well
as the tangent measure structure using the conclusions of the results above.
We refer to their work for more details.
There are two common threads to all these results: the first is that tangent
measures of harmonic measures that are mutually absolutely continuous
typically correspond to measures supported along zero sets of harmonic
polynomials, and secondly, the use of tangent measures, specifically the
connectivity techniques introduced by Preiss in [Pre87]. Using this last
technique guarantees, roughly, that if all the tangent measures of a harmonic
measure at a point are harmonic polynomials, then they must all be of the
same degree (see [KPT09] and [Bad11]).
1.2. Blowups of elliptic measures. In this paper, our objective is to recre-
ate some parts of these results to a class of elliptic measures. Admit-
tedly, there are more results that could be generalized to this setting, like
Tsirelson’s theorem (using the method of Tolsa and Volberg [TV16]), but
we content ourselves with the present results to convey the flexibility of the
method.
Let Ω ⊂ Rn+1 be open andA = (aij)1≤i,j≤n+1 be a matrix with real mea-
surable coefficients in Ω. We say that A is a uniformly elliptic matrix with
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constant Λ ≥ 1 and write A ∈ A if it satisfies the following conditions:
Λ−1|ξ|2 ≤ 〈Aξ, ξ〉, for all ξ ∈ Rn+1, (1.1)
〈Aξ, η〉 ≤ Λ|ξ||η|, for all ξ, η ∈ Rn+1. (1.2)
Notice that the matrix is possibly non-symmetric, and has variable coeffi-
cients. We say LA is a uniformly elliptic operator on Ω, if LA is given
by
LA = −div(A(·)∇).
We will let ωA,xΩ denote the LA-(elliptic) harmonic measure in Ω with pole
at x (see [HKM06] for the definition). It is clear that the transpose matrix of
A, which we denote AT , is also uniformly elliptic on Ω. Finally, a function
u : Ω → R that satisfies the equation Lu = 0 in the weak sense is called
L-harmonic. We will denote C the subclass of A consisting of matrices
with constant entries.
To make sense of tangent measures of an elliptic measure at a point ξ in
its support, we need to assume that the coefficients A do not oscillate too
much there on small scales.
Definition 1.5. Let Ω ⊂ Rn+1 and and LA an elliptic operator on Ω. For a
compact set E ⊂ ∂Ω, we will say that the coefficients of LA have vanishing
mean oscillation onK with respect to Ω (or just LA ∈ VMO(Ω, K)) if
lim
r→0
sup
ξ∈K
1
rn+1
inf
C∈C
∫
B(ξ,r)∩Ω
|A(x)− C|dx = 0. (1.3)
We also say the coefficients of LA have VMO at ξ ∈ ∂Ω if
lim
r→0
1
rn+1
inf
C∈C
∫
B(ξ,r)∩Ω
|A(x)− C|dx = 0. (1.4)
Much like the harmonic case, the tangent measures we will obtain are
supported on zero sets of elliptic polynomials associated with an elliptic
operator with constant coefficients. For a constant coefficient matrixAwith
real entries, we will denote by HA the set of LA-harmonic functions u van-
ishing at zero, i.e. those functions u for which∫
A∇u∇ϕdx = 0 for all ϕ ∈ C∞c (Rn+1) and u(0) = 0.
We also let PA(k) denote the set of LA-harmonic polynomials of degree k
vanishing at the origin, and FA(k) ⊂ PA(k) the subset of homogeneous
LA-harmonic polynomials of degree k. When A = I , we will simply write
F (k), P (k) and H in place of FA(k), PA(k) and HA.
For h ∈ HA, we will write
dωAh = −νΩh ·A∇h dσΣh ,
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where σS stands for the surface measure on a surface S and ν is the outward
normal vector at x ∈ ∂∗Ωh, the reduced boundary of Ωh. Again, when A is
the identity, we will drop the subscripts and, for example, write ωh in place
of ωAh . For S ⊂ C , we write
HS = {ωAh : h ∈ HA, A ∈ S }, PS (k) = {ωAh : h ∈ PA(k), A ∈ S },
FS (k) = {ωAh : h ∈ FA(k), A ∈ S },
HA = H{A}, PA = P{A}, FA = F{A}
and defineHS ,Σ,PS ,Σ, andFS ,Σ as we did before. Observe thatFC (1) =
FA(1) = F (1) for any A ∈ C .
Our results also recover some LBWA properties implied in previous re-
sults if we consider domains satisfying the Capacity Density Condition
(CDC), whose complements also satisfy the CDC (see Definition 4.3 below)
and whose associated elliptic measures are doubling. Examples of domains
satisfying these conditions are NTA domains or, by [Mar79, Theorem 3.1],
any domainΩ for which there is s > n−1 such thatHs∞(B(ξ, r)∩dΩ)/rs ≥
c > 0 for all ξ ∈ ∂Ω and r > 0 is a CDC domain.
Our first result extends the work of [KPT09] to the elliptic case, and for
domains beyond NTA.
Theorem I. Let Ω± ⊂ Rn+1 be two disjoint domains and LA an elliptic
operator on Ω+ ∪ Ω− that is in VMO(Ω+ ∪ Ω−, ξ) at ω+-almost every ξ ∈
E ⊂ ∂Ω+ ∩ ∂Ω− with respect to either Ω±. Let ω± = ωLA,x±Ω± for some
x± ∈ Ω±. If ω± are mutually absolutely continuous on E, then for ω±-a.e.
ξ ∈ E, Tan(ω±, ξ) ⊂ F (1) and dimω±|E = n. Furthermore, if ∂Ω± are
CDC, then limr→0Θ
FΣ(1)
∂Ω+ (ξ, r) = 0 for ω
+-a.e. ξ ∈ E.
Kenig, Preiss, and Toro originally showed this if Ω± were both NTA
domains, and the dimension was computed by estimating the Hausdorff
dimension directly from above and then using the monotonicity formula
of Alt, Cafarelli, and Friedman [ACF84] to estimate it from below. The
latter is not available for L-harmonic functions when L satisfies the VMO
condition above. For this reason, we use instead the fact that the tangent
measures are all flat, which forces ω± to decay like a planar n-dimensional
Hausdorff measure on small scales.
Assuming a VMO condition on the interior and exterior elliptic mea-
sures, we can also obtain the results of [KT06] and [Bad11] for elliptic
measures on non-NTA domains. We first state a pointwise version of these.
Theorem II. Let Ω+ ⊆ Rn+1, Ω− := ext(Ω+) be its exterior, and let LA
be a uniformly elliptic operator in Ω+ ∪ Ω−. Denote ω± the LA-harmonic
measures ofΩ± with poles at some points x± ∈ Ω±, and assume that ω± are
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mutually absolutely continuous with f = dω
−
dω+
. If for a fixed ξ ∈ ∂Ω+∩∂Ω+
it holds that LA ∈ VMO(Ω+ ∪ Ω−, ξ),
lim
r→0
(
−
∫
B(ξ,r)
fdω+
)
exp
(
−−
∫
B(ξ,r)
log fdω+
)
= 1, (1.5)
and Tan(ω+, ξ) 6= ∅, then Tan(ω+, ξ) ⊂ FC (k) for some k and
lim sup
r→0
ω+(B(ξ, 2r))
ω+(B(ξ, r))
<∞. (1.6)
If Ω± have the CDC, then additionally
lim
r→0
Θ
FC ,Σ(k)
∂Ω+ (ξ, r) = 0.
It is well known that Tan(ω+, ξ) 6= ∅ whenever ω+ satisfies the point-
wise doubling condition (1.6). In our situation, however, we do not assume
that, but we get it for free since FC (k) is compact (see [Bad11, Lemma
4.10] for the harmonic case and Theorem 3.4 below).
One might have guessed that a pointwise version of Theorem 1.4 would
have assumed instead that
lim
r→0
−
∫
B(ξ,r)
∣∣∣∣f −−∫
B(ξ,r)
log fdω+
∣∣∣∣ dω+ = 0,
but this is not enough to imply Theorem II. However, under certain condi-
tions they are equivalent. We will discuss this matter in depth in Section 7
below.
Next, we state a global version.
Theorem III. Let Ω± ⊂ Rn+1 be two disjoint domains in Rn+1 with com-
mon boundary, and let LA be a uniformly elliptic operator in Ω
+ ∪Ω− such
that LA ∈ VMO(Ω+ ∪ Ω−, ξ) at every ξ ∈ ∂Ω+ ∩ ∂Ω+. Denote ω± the
LA-harmonic measures of Ω
± with poles at some points x± ∈ Ω±. If ω+ is
C-doubling, ω± are mutually absolutely continuous, and log f = log dω
−
dω+
∈
VMO(dω+), then there is d depending on n and the doubling constant so
that, for every compact subsetK ⊆ ∂Ω+,
lim
r→0
sup
ξ∈K
d1(Tξ,r[ω
+],PC (d)) = 0. (1.7)
If additionally Ω± are CDC domains, then for any compact set K ⊆ Γk,
lim
r→0
sup
ξ∈K
Θ
PC ,Σ(d)
∂Ω+ (ξ, r).
That is, ∂Ω+ ∈ LBWA(PC ,Σ(d)).
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See Section 3 for the definition of d1(·,PC (d)), which is essentially a
distance between measures and the set PC (d). Many things can be con-
cluded from this LBWA property, see [BET17].
The proof of Theorem II involves some useful lemmas about tangent
measures that may be of independent interest. Specifically, we refer the
reader to Lemma 3.9.
Over the course of working on this manuscript, we also resolved a ques-
tion left open in [Bad11] (see the discussion on page 16 of [Bad11]).
Proposition I. The d-cone P(k) has compact basis for each k ∈ (0, n].
See Section 3 for the definition of compact bases. A consequence of this
result is that we can improve on the following result of Badger.
Theorem 1.6 ([Bad11] Theorem 1.1). Let Ω ⊂ Rn+1 be an NTA domain
with harmonic measure ω and let ξ ∈ ∂Ω. If Tan(ω, ξ) ⊂ P(d), then
Tan(ω, ξ) ⊂ F (k) for some k ≤ d.
In the proof of this result, Badger relied on the NTA assumption to con-
clude that Tan(ω, ξ) was compact. By using Proposition I (whose proof is
rather short), the compactness of homogeneous harmonic polynomials (to
which much of the proof of Theorem 1.6 is dedicated), and a connectivity
theorem of Preiss, we can improve this by showing that, to get the same
conclusion, no a priori information about the geometry of ω is needed: it
need not have been a harmonic measure, let alone one for an NTA domain.
Proposition II. Let ω be a Radon measure in Rn+1 and ξ ∈ Rn+1 such that
Tan(ω, ξ) ⊂ P(k) for some integer k. If Tan(ω, ξ)∩F (k) 6= ∅ for some
integer k, then Tan(ω, ξ) ⊂ F (k).
1.3. Rectifiability and harmonic measure for uniform domains. The
blowup arguments we use also have an application to studying the relation-
ship between rectifiability and harmonic measure, a subject in which there
have been a flurry of results in the last few years. For simply connected
planar domains, the problem of when harmonic measure is absolutely con-
tinuous with respect toH1 is classical. Bishop and Jones showed in [BJ90]
that, if Ω is simply connected, ωxΩ ≪ H1 on the subset of any Lipschitz
curve intersecting ∂Ω. Conversely, Pommerenke showed in [Pom86] that if
ωΩ ≪ H1 on a subset E ⊂ ∂Ω, then that set can be covered by Lipschitz
graphs up to a set of harmonic measure zero. In fact, a much earlier result of
the Riesz brothers says that any Jordan domain has harmonic measure and
H1 mutually absolutely continuous if and only if the boundary is rectifiable
(see [RR16] or [GM08, Chapter VI.1]).
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In higher dimensions, the problem is trickier. There are some simple ex-
amples of simply connected domains Ω ⊂ Rn+1 with n-rectifiable bound-
aries of finite Hn-measure so that either ωΩ 6≪ Hn or Hn 6≪ ωΩ (see
[Wu86], [Zie74]). David and Jerison showed in [DJ90] that mutual absolute
continuity occured for NTA domains with Ahlfors-David regular bound-
aries. Building on that, Badger showed in [Bad12] that Hn ≪ ωΩ if Ω was
an NTA domain whose boundary simply had locally finiteHn measure, al-
though we showed with Tolsa that the converse relation ωΩ ≪Hn could be
false for such domains [AMT17].
However, in [AHM+16], along with Hofmann, Martell, Mayboroda, Tolsa,
and Volberg, we showed that for any domain Ω ⊂ Rn+1 and E ⊂ ∂Ω with
ωΩ(E) > 0 and Hn(E) < ∞, if ω ≪ Hn on E, then E may be covered
up to ω measure zero by Lipschitz graphs. By a theorem of Wolff, har-
monic measure in the plane lies on a set of σ-finite H1-measure, and so
the assumption that H1(E) <∞ is unnecessary in this case (although very
necessary in higher dimensions due to the existence of Wolff snowflakes).
With Akman, we developed a converse for domains Ω ⊂ Rn+1 with big
complements, meaning
Hn∞(B(ξ, r)\Ω) ≥ crn for all ξ ∈ ∂Ω and 0 < r < diam ∂Ω. (1.8)
We showed that, for such domains, ωΩ ≪ Hn on the subset of any n-
dimensional Lipschitz graph [AAM16], and hence, for these domains, we
know that absolute continuity is equivalent to rectifiability of harmonic
measure (versus rectifiability of the boundary).
There are fewer positive results concerning absolute continuity and rec-
tifiability of elliptic harmonic measures. Even in the case of the half plane,
without some extra assumptions on the behavior of the elliptic coefficients,
elliptic measure can be singular [CFK81, Swe92, Wu94], and some sort
of Dini condition on the coefficients near the boundary is needed [FJK84,
FKP91]. In [KP01], for example, Kenig and Pipher considered the follow-
ing condition.
Definition 1.7. Let δ(x) = dist(x, ∂Ω). We will say that an elliptic oper-
ator L = − divA∇ satisfies the Kenig-Pipher condition (or KP-condition)
if A = (aij(x)) is a uniformly elliptic real matrix that has distributional
derivatives such that
εLΩ(z) := sup{δ(x)|∇aij(x)|2 : x ∈ B(z, δ(z))/2, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n+ 1}
(1.9)
is a Carleson measure in Ω, by which we mean that for all x ∈ ∂Ω and
r ∈ (0, diam ∂Ω), ∫
B(x,r)∩Ω
εLΩ(z)dz ≤ Crn.
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In [KP01], they showed that for Lipschitz domains in Rn+1, elliptic op-
erators satisfying the KP -condition gave rise to elliptic measures which
were A∞-equivalent to surface measure. In fact, it was proved in [HMT16]
that the same result can be obtained under the following more general as-
sumptions on the coefficients:
(K˜P ) =

∇aij ∈ Liploc(Ω),
‖δΩ|∇aij|‖L∞(Ω) <∞,
δ(x)|∇aij(x)|2 is a Carleson measure,
, (1.10)
for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n + 1. Akman, Badger, Hofmann, and Martell observed
in [ABHM17, Section 3.2] that, using the same arguments in [DJ90], this
result can be extended to NTA domains with Ahlfors-David regular bound-
aries. They used this fact to show that, on a uniform domain Ω (see Defini-
tion 9.1 below) with Ahlfors-David regular boundary, if LA is a symmetric
elliptic operator satisfying a local L1 version of (1.9), i.e., A ∈ Liploc(Ω)
and sup{|∇aij(x)| : x ∈ B(z, δ(z))/2, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n + 1}| is a Carleson
measure with Carleson constant depending on the ball, then Hn ≪ ωLΩ im-
plies n-rectifiability of the boundary.
Using our blowup arguments, we can obtain the following improvement.
Theorem IV. Let Ω ⊂ Rn+1 be a uniform CDC domain so that Hn|∂Ω is
locally finite. Let ωLAΩ be the harmonic measure associated to a (possibly
non-symmetric) elliptic operator satisfying (1.1) and (1.2). Let E ⊆ ∂Ω be
a set withHn(E) > 0 such thatHn ≪ ωLAΩ on E and forHn-a.e. ξ ∈ E,
θn∂Ω,∗(ξ, r) := lim inf
r→0
Hn(B(ξ, r) ∩ ∂Ω)
(2r)n
> 0
and A has vanishing mean oscillation at ξ. Then E is n-rectifiable.
Surprisingly, to get this improvement requires a very different set of tech-
niques than originally considered in [ABHM17].
Having VMO coefficientsHn-a.e. on ∂Ω is natural as it is implied by the
Carleson condition considered in [ABHM17] and [KP01] by the following
proposition:
Proposition III. Let Ω ⊂ Rn+1 be a domain and suppose that A is an
elliptic matrix satisfying (1.1) and (1.2) such that A ∈ Liploc(Ω) and, for
some ball B0 centered on ∂Ω,∫
B0
δ(x)|∇aij(x)|2dx <∞. (1.11)
Then LA ∈ VMO(Ω, ξ) forHn-a.e. ξ ∈ B0 ∩ ∂Ω.
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Discussion of related results. Near the completion of this work, we learned
that Toro and Zhao simultaneously had proved that Hn ≪ ωΩ implies rec-
tifiability of the boundary if Ω ⊆ Rn+ is a uniform domain with Ahlfors-
David n-regular boundary and the elliptic coefficients are inW 1,1(Ω) [TZ17].
They also exploit the vanishing oscillation of the coefficients at almost ev-
ery boundary point (which they show is implied by the W 1,1 condition) in
the context of uniform domains, though their proof is distinct by their use
of pseudo-tangents and stopping-time arguments.
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2. NOTATION
We will write a . b if there is C > 0 so that a ≤ Cb and a .t b if the
constant C depends on the parameter t. We write a ≈ b to mean a . b . a
and define a ≈t b similarly.
3. TANGENT MEASURES
3.1. Cones and Compactness. Given two Radon measure µ and σ, we set
FB(µ, σ) = sup
f
∫
f d(µ− σ),
where the supremum is taken over all the 1-Lipschitz functions supported
on B. For r > 0, we write
Fr(µ, ν) = FB(0,r), Fr(µ) = Fr(µ, 0) =
∫
(r − |z|)+dµ.
A set of Radon measures M is a d-cone if cT0,r[µ] ∈ M for all µ ∈ M ,
c > 0 and r > 0. We say a d-cone has closed (resp. compact) basis if its
basis {µ ∈ M : F1(µ) = 1} is closed (resp. compact) with respect to the
weak topology.
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For a d-cone M , r > 0, and µ a Radon measure with 0 < Fr(µ) < ∞,
we define the distance between µ and M as
dr(µ,M ) = inf
{
Fr
(
µ
Fr(µ)
, ν
)
: ν ∈ M , Fr(ν) = 1
}
.
Lemma 3.1 ([KPT09] Section 2). Let µ be a Radon measure in Rn+1 and
M a d-cone. For ξ ∈ Rn+1 and r > 0,
(1) Tξ,r[µ](B(0, s)) = µ(B(ξ, sr)),
(2)
∫
f dTξ,r[µ] =
∫
f ◦ Tξ,r dµ,
(3) FB(ξ,r)(µ) = rF1(Tξ,r[µ]),
(4) FB(ξ,r)(µ, ν) = rF1(Tξ,r[µ], Tξ,r[ν]),
(5) µi → µ weakly if and only if Fr(µi, µ)→ 0 for all r > 0,
(6) dr(µ,M ) ≤ 1,
(7) dr(µ,M ) = d1(T0,r[µ],M ),
(8) if µi → µ weakly and Fr(µ) > 0, then dr(µi,M )→ dr(µ,M ).
Lemma 3.2 ([KPT09] Remark 2.13). A d-cone M of Radon measures in
Rn+1 has a closed basis if and only if it is a relatively closed subset of the
non-zero Radon measures in Rn+1.
Proof. One direction is obvious, so suppose M has closed basis and µi ∈
M converges weakly to some non-zero Radon measure µ. Then Fr(µ) > 0
for some r > 0. The set {ν ∈ M : F1(ν) = 1} is closed by assumption,
and since M is a d-cone, the set {ν ∈ F : Fr(ν) = 1} is also closed.
Hence, since µi/Fr(µi)→ µ/Fr(µ), µ/Fr(µ) ∈ M , and thus µ ∈ M . 
Lemma 3.3. If µ is a nonzero Radon measure and M is a d-cone with
closed basis, then µ ∈ M if and only if dr(µ,M ) = 0 for all r > 0 for
which Fr(µ) > 0.
Proof. Suppose dr(µ,M ) = 0 for all r > 0 for which Fr(µ) > 0. For
j ∈ N large enough, we can find a sequence µj,k ∈ M such that
Fj(µj,k) = 1 and lim
k→∞
Fj
(
µ
Fj(µ)
, µj,k
)
= 0. (3.1)
In particular, we can pass to a subsequence so that µj,k converges weakly in
B(0, j) to a measure µj supported in B(0, j) with Fj(µj) = 1. In view of
(3.1), the latter implies that µ = Fj(µ)µj in B(0, j), and thus,
Fj(µ)µj ⇀ µ.
Since, µj,k ⇀ µj and Fj(µ) 6= 0 for j large, we can pick kj so that
Fj(µj,kj , µj) <
1
jFj(µ)
.
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In particular, for any r > 0 and j > r,
Fr
(
µj,kjFj(µ), µ
) ≤ Fj (µj,kjFj(µ), µ)
≤ Fj
(
µj,kjFj(µ), µjFj(µ)
)
+ Fj (µjFj(µ), µ)
<
1
j
+ Fj (µjFj(µ), µ)→ 0.
Thus, µj,kjFj(µ) ⇀ µ. By Lemma 3.2, M is closed, and since we have
µj,kjFj(µ) ∈ M for all j, this implies µ ∈ M . The other implication is
trivial. 
Theorem 3.4 ([Pre87] Corollary 2.7). Let µ be a Radon measure on Rn+1,
and ξ ∈ supp µ. Then Tan(µ, ξ) has compact basis if and only if
lim sup
r→0
µ(B(ξ, 2r))
µ(B(ξ, r))
<∞. (3.2)
In this case, for any ν ∈ Tan(µ, ξ), it holds that 0 ∈ supp ν and
ν(B(0, 2r))
ν(B(0, r))
≤ lim sup
ρ→0
µ(B(ξ, 2ρ))
µ(B(ξ, ρ))
, for all r > 0.
Lemma 3.5. [Mat95, Theorem 14.3] Let µ be a Radon measure on Rn+1.
If ξ ∈ Rn+1 and (3.2) holds, then every sequence ri ↓ 0 contains a subse-
quence such that
Tξ,rj [µ]
µ(B(ξ, rj))
⇀ ν, (3.3)
for some measure ν ∈ Tan(µ, ξ).
Having tangent measures that arise as limits of the form (3.3) is very
convenient, but this limit does not always converge weakly to something.
This may happen if µ is not pointwise doubling at the point a. However, all
tangent measures are at least dilations of tangent measures arising in this
way.
Lemma 3.6. Let µ be a nonzero Radon measure, ξ ∈ supp µ, and ν ∈
Tan(µ, ξ). Then there are ρj ↓ 0 and ρ, c > 0 so that
Tξ,ρj [µ]
µ(B(ξ, ρj))
⇀ cT0,ρ[ν] and c T0,ρ[ν](B) > 0.
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Proof. Let cj > 0 and rj ↓ 0 be so that µj = cjTξ,rj [µ] ⇀ ν. Since ν 6= 0,
there is r > 0 so that ν(B(0, r/2)) > 0. Thus, for R > r,
lim sup
j→∞
Tξ,rj [µ](B(0, R))
µ(B(ξ, rjr))
= lim sup
j→∞
cjTξ,rj [µ](B(0, R))
cjTξ,rj [µ](B(0, r))
≤ ν(B(0, R))
ν(B(0, r))
<∞.
Therefore, we can find a subsequence so that
νj :=
Tξ,rj [µ]
µ(B(ξ, rrj))
⇀ λ,
for some measure λ. Hence, we have that
T0,r[νj] =
Tξ,rjr[µ]
µ(B(ξ, rrj))
⇀ T0,r[λ].
Let ϕ be any compactly supported continuous function so that
∫
ϕdλ > 0
and
∫
ϕdν > 0. Then
cj µ(B(ξ, rrj)) =
∫
ϕdcjTξ,rj [µ]∫
ϕdνj
→
∫
ϕdν∫
ϕdλ
=: a > 0.
Thus,
ν = lim
j→∞
cjTξ,rj [µ] = lim
j→∞
cjµ(B(ξ, rrj))
Tξ,rj [µ]
µ(B(ξ, rrj))
= aλ.
In particular, T0,r[ν] = a T0,r[λ]. Moreover, a
−1T0,r[ν](B) = a
−1ν(rB) > 0
by our choice of r. Thus, the lemma follows by setting ρj = rrj , c = 1/a,
and ρ = r. 
Proposition 3.7 ([Pre87] Proposition 2.2). Let M be a d-cone. Then M
has compact basis if and only if for every λ > 1 there is τ > 1 such that
Fτr(Ψ) ≤ λFr(Ψ) for every Ψ ∈ M and r > 0. (3.4)
In this case, 0 ∈ suppΨ for all Ψ ∈ M .
Theorem 3.8. [Mat95, Theorem 14.16] Let µ be a Radon measure onRn+1.
For µ-almost every x ∈ Rn+1, if ν ∈ Tan(µ, x), the following hold:
(1) Ty,r[ν] ∈ Tan(µ, x) for all y ∈ supp ν and r > 0.
(2) Tan(ν, y) ⊂ Tan(µ, x) for all y ∈ supp ν.
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3.2. Connectivity of cones. The main tool from [KPT09] and [Bad11] is
the following “connectivity” lemma, which was originally shown in [KPT09,
Corollary 2.16] under the assumption that M had compact basis. For our
purposes, we need to remove this assumption.
Lemma 3.9. Let F and M be d-cones and assume F has compact basis.
Furthermore, suppose that there is ε0 > 0 such that for µ ∈ M , if there
is r0 > 0 so that dr(µ,F ) ≤ ε for all r ≥ r0, then µ ∈ F . For a Radon
measure η and x ∈ supp η, if Tan(η, x) ⊂ M and Tan(η, x) ∩ F 6= ∅,
then Tan(η, x) ⊂ F .
We will first require some lemmas.
Lemma 3.10. Let F be a d-cone with compact basis. There is β > 0
depending only on F so that the following holds. Suppose ω is a Radon
measure in Rn+1, ξ ∈ suppω, Tan(ω, ξ) ∩F 6= ∅ and
lim sup
r→0
dr0(Tξ,r[ω],F ) ≥ ε0 > 0, for some r0 > 0.
Then for ε < ε0 small enough, we may find µ ∈ Tan(ω, ξ)\F so that
(1) dr0(µ,F ) = ε,
(2) dr(µ,F ) ≤ ε for all r > r0, and
(3) µ(B(0, r)) ≤ rβ µ(B(0, 4r0)) for all r ≥ r0.
This is an adaptation of the proof of [KPT09, Corollary 2.16], but with
some extra care.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we will assume r0 = 1. Let cj > 0
and rj ↓ 0 be such that cjTξ,rj [ω] → ν ∈ F . Since F is compact, by
Proposition 3.7, 0 ∈ supp ν and so ν(B) > 0. Thus, by Lemma 3.1 (5),
cjTξ,rj [ω](B) > 0 for j large. By Lemma 3.1 (8), we have that, given ε > 0,
for j large enough,
d1(Tξ,rj [ω],F ) = d1(cjTξ,rj [ω],F ) < ε. (3.5)
Note that 0 ∈ supp Tξ,rj [ω] since ξ ∈ suppω, and so there is no accidental
dividing by zero in the definition of d1. By assumption, there is also sj ↓ 0
so that
d1(Tξ,sj [ω],F ) > ε. (3.6)
We can assume sj < rj by passing to a subsequence. Then by (3.5) and
(3.6), let ρj ∈ (sj , rj) be the maximal number such that
d1(Tξ,ρj [ω],F ) = ε. (3.7)
Then, by the maximality of ρj ,
sup
t∈[ρj ,rj ]
d1(Tξ,t[ω],F ) ≤ ε. (3.8)
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We claim ρj/rj → 0. If not, then since ρj/rj ≤ 1, we may pass to a
subsequence so that ρj/rj → t ∈ (0, 1), and so
cjTξ,ρj [ω] = T0,ρj/rj
[
cjTξ,rj [ω]
]→ T0,t[µ] ∈ F ,
which contradicts (3.7). Thus, ρj/rj → 0, and so (3.8) implies that for
α ≥ 1, if j is large enough, we have 1 ≤ α < rj/ρj . If ωj = Tξ,ρj [ω], then
by Lemma 3.1 (7), it holds
dα(ωj ,F ) = dα(Tξ,ρj [ω],F ) = d1(Tξ,αρj [ω],F )
(3.8)≤ ε, (3.9)
which by (3.7) implies that
d1(ωj,F ) = ε > 0 and lim sup
j→∞
dr(ωj,F ) ≤ ε for r > 1. (3.10)
For r ≥ 1, let µj,r ∈ F be such that Fτr(µj,r) = 1 and
Fτr
(
ωj
Fτr(ωj)
, µj,r
)
<
3
2
dτr(ωj,F ).
By (3.10), for j large enough,
Fr
(
ωj
Fτr(ωj)
, µj,r
)
≤ Fτr
(
ωj
Fτr(ωj)
, µj,r
)
<
3
2
dτr(ωj,F ) < 2ε. (3.11)
Since F has compact basis, by Proposition 3.7 with λ = 2, there is τ > 1
depending only on F so that (3.4) holds for M = F . Thus, if ε < 1/8, by
the triangle inequality for Fr and (3.11),
Fr(ωj)
Fτr(ωj)
≥ Fr(µj,r)− 2ε ≥ 1
2
Fτr(µj,r)− 2ε = 1
2
− 2ε > 1
4
. (3.12)
Hence, for any r ≥ 1,
Fτr(ωj) ≤ 4Fr(ωj).
Set µj = ωj/F1(ωj). Then iterating the above inequality and letting j →
∞, we get that for all ℓ ∈ N,
lim sup
j→∞
Fτℓ(µj) ≤ 4ℓ.
This implies that we can pass to a subsequence so that µj converges weakly
to a measure µ ∈ Tan(ω, ξ). In particular, for r ≥ 1, since F1(µj) = 1, we
may compute
d1(µ,F ) = lim
j→∞
d1(µj,F ) = lim
j→∞
d1(ωj,F )
(3.10)
= ε,
dr(µ,F ) = lim
j→∞
dr(µj,F ) = lim
j→∞
dr(ωj,F )
(3.10)≤ ε,
and
τ ℓµ(B(0, τ ℓ)) ≤ F2τℓ(µ) ≤ 4ℓF2(µ) for all ℓ ∈ N. (3.13)
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Since τ > 1, for any r ≥ 1, there exists ℓ > 0 such that τ ℓ−1 < r ≤ τ ℓ. If
τ ∈ (1, 4), (3.13) implies
τ ℓ µ(B(0, τ ℓ)) ≤ ταrαµ(B(0, 2)),
where α = 1
log4 τ
∈ (1,∞) and we used that 4ℓ = τ ℓα. Therefore,
µ(B(0, r)) ≤ τα−ℓ rα µ(B(0, 2)),
and notice that τα−ℓ ≤ 1 whenever τ ℓ ≥ 4, i.e., the constant is independent
of τ . In the case that 1 ≤ r ≤ τ ℓ < 4, we simply use that B(0, r) ⊂ B(0, 4)
to conclude that
µ(B(0, r)) ≤ µ(B(0, 4)).
If τ ≥ 4, then (3.13) trivially gives
τ ℓµ(B(0, τ ℓ)) ≤ 4ℓµ(B(0, 2)) ≤ τ ℓ µ(B(0, 2)),
which can only be true if r ≤ τ ℓ ≤ 2. Thus, B(0, r) ⊂ B(0, 2) and (3)
readily follows. 
Corollary 3.11. Let F be a d-cone with compact basis. There is β > 0 so
that the following holds. Suppose µ is a Radon measure in Rn+1 so that
(1) Tan(µ, ξ) ∩F 6= ∅ and
(2) Tan(µ, ξ)\F 6= ∅.
Then there is r0 > 0 so that for any ε > 0 sufficiently small, the conclusion
of Lemma 3.10 holds.
Proof. Let ν ∈ Tan(µ, ξ)\F . By Lemma 3.3, there exists r0 > 0 so that
Fr0(ν) > 0 and dr0(ν,F ) > 0. Let cj > 0 and rj ↓ 0 be so that cjTξ,rj [µ]→
ν. Then, for j large enough, dr0(Tξ,rj [µ],F ) > dr0(ν,F )/2 > 0. The
corollary now follows from Lemma 3.10 with ε0 = dr0(ν,F )/2. 
Proof of Lemma 3.9. If Tan(η, x)\F 6= ∅, then, by Corollary 3.11, we
may find µ ∈ Tan(η, x) \ F and ε, r0 > 0 so that dr0(µ,F ) = ε and
dr(µ,F ) ≤ ε for all r > r0. By assumption, this implies µ ∈ F , which is
a contradiction. Thus, Tan(η, x) ⊂ F . 
4. ELLIPTIC MEASURES
4.1. Uniformly elliptic operators in divergence form. Let A be a real
matrix that satisfies (1.1) and (1.2). We consider the second order elliptic
operator L = − divA∇ and we say that a function u ∈ W 1,2loc (Ω) is a weak
solution of the equation Lu = 0 in Ω (or just L-harmonic) if∫
A∇u∇ϕ = 0, for all ϕ ∈ C∞0 (Ω). (4.1)
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We also say that u ∈ W 1,2loc (Ω) is a supersolution (resp. subsolution) for L in
Ω or just L-superharmonic (resp. L-subharmonic) if
∫
A∇u∇ϕ ≥ 0 (resp.∫
A∇u∇ϕ ≤ 0) for all non-negative ϕ ∈ C∞0 (Ω).
Following [HKM06, Section 9], from now on we make the convention
that ifΩ is unbounded, then the point at infinity always belongs to its bound-
ary. So, all the topological notions are understood with respect to the com-
pactified space R
n+1
= Rn+1 ∪ {∞}. Moreover, the functions f ∈ C(E),
for E ⊂ Rn+1 are assumed to be continuous and real-valued. Therefore, all
functions in C(∂Ω) are bounded even if Ω is unbounded.
4.2. Regularity of the domain and Dirichlet problem. We say that a
point x0 ∈ ∂Ω \ {∞} is Sobolev L-regular if, for each function ϕ ∈
W 1,2(Ω) ∩ C(Ω), the L-harmonic function h in Ω with h − ϕ ∈ W 1,20 (Ω)
satisfies
lim
x→x0
h(x) = ϕ(x0).
Theorem 4.1 (Theorem 6.27 in [HKM06]). If for x0 ∈ ∂Ω \ {∞} it holds
that ∫ 1
0
cap(B(x0, r) ∩ Ωc, B(x0, 2r))
cap(B(x0, r), B(x0, 2r))
dr
r
= +∞,
then x0 is Sobolev L-regular. Here cap(·, ·) stands for the variational 2–
capacity of the condenser (·, ·) (see e.g. [HKM06, p. 27]).
We say that a point x0 ∈ ∂Ω is Wiener regular if, for each function
f ∈ C(∂Ω;R), the L-harmonic function Hf constructed by the Perron’s
method satisfies
lim
x→x0
Hf(x) = f(x0).
See [HKM06, Chapter 9].
Lemma 4.2 (Theorem 9.20 in [HKM06]). Suppose that x0 ∈ ∂Ω \ {∞}. If
x0 is Sobolev L-regular then it is also Wiener regular.
The aforementioned results form [HKM06] are only stated forΩ bounded
but in fact they hold for unbounded domains (see discussion in [AGMT17]).
Moreover, ∞ is a Wiener regular point for each unbounded Ω ⊂ Rn+1, if
n ≥ 2 (see e.g. Theorem 9.22 in [HKM06]).
We say that Ω is Sobolev L-regular (resp. Wiener regular) if all the points
in ∂Ω \ {∞} are Sobolev L-regular (resp. Wiener regular).
Definition 4.3. A domain Ω ⊂ Rn+1 is called regular if every point of
∂∞Ω is regular (i.e., if the classical Dirichlet problem is solvable in Ω for
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the elliptic operator L). ForK ⊂ ∂Ω, we say thatΩ has the capacity density
condition (CDC) if, for all x ∈ ∂Ω and 0 < r < diam ∂Ω,
cap(B(x, r) ∩ Ωc, B(x, 2r)) & rn−1.
Note that if n ≥ 2, by Wiener’s criterion, domains satisfying the CDC
are both Wiener regular and L-Sobolev regular.
Let Ω ⊂ Rn+1 be Wiener regular and x ∈ Ω. If f ∈ C(∂Ω), then the
map f 7→ Hf(x) is a bounded linear functional on C(∂Ω). Therefore,
by Riesz representation theorem and the maximum principle, there exists a
probability measure ωx on ∂Ω (associated to L and the point x ∈ Ω) defined
on Borel subsets of ∂Ω so that
Hf(x) =
∫
∂Ω
f dωx, for all x ∈ Ω.
We call ωx the elliptic measure or L-harmonic measure associated to L and
x.
4.3. Green function and PDE estimates.
Lemma 4.4. Let Ω ⊂ Rn+1 be an open, connected set so that ∂Ω is Sobolev
L-regular. There exists a Green functionG : Ω×Ω \ {(x, y) : x = y} → R
associated with L which satisfies the following. For 0 < a < 1, there are
are positive constants C and c depending on a, n and Λ such that for all
x, y ∈ Ω with x 6= y, it holds:
0 ≤ G(x, y) ≤ C |x− y|1−n
G(x, y) ≥ c |x− y|1−n if |x− y| ≤ a δΩ(x),
G(x, ·) ∈ C(Ω \ {x}) ∩W 1,2loc (Ω \ {x}) and G(x, ·)|∂Ω ≡ 0,
G(x, y) = GT (y, x),
where GT is the Green function associated with the operator LAT , and for
every ϕ ∈ C∞c (Rn+1),∫
∂Ω
ϕdωx − ϕ(x) = −
∫
Ω
AT (y)∇yG(x, y) · ∇ϕ(y) dy, for a.e. x ∈ Ω.
(4.2)
In the statement of (4.2), one should understand that the integral on right
hand side is absolutely convergent for a.e. x ∈ Ω and a proof of it can be
found in Lemma 2.4 in [AGMT17]. The rest were proved in [GW82] and
[HK07].
The lemma below is frequently called Bourgain’s Lemma, as he proved
a similar estimate for harmonic measure in [Bou87].
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Lemma 4.5 ([HKM06, Lemma 11.21]). Let Ω ⊂ Rn+1 be any domain
satisfying the CDC condition, x0 ∈ ∂Ω, and r > 0 so that Ω\B(x0, 2r) 6=
∅. Then
ωL,xΩ (B(x0, 2r) ≥ c > 0 for all x ∈ Ω ∩ B(x0, r), (4.3)
where c depends on d and the constant in the CDC.
Lemma 4.6. For Ω ⊂ Rn+1 and the assumptions of Lemma 4.4, if B is
centered on ∂Ω, then
inf
z∈2B
ωL,z(4B)G(x, y)rn−1B . ω
L,y(4B) for x ∈ B ∩ Ω and Y ∈ Ω\2B.
(4.4)
In particular, for a CDC domain, we have
G(x, y)rn−1B . ω
L,y(4B) for x ∈ B ∩ Ω and y ∈ Ω\2B.
Proof. This was originally shown for harmonic measure in [AHM+16], but
we cover the details here.
Suppose n > 1. By Bourgain’s estimate, ωL,y(4B) & 1 for Y ∈ 2B ∩Ω,
and so for Y ∈ Ω\2B and x ∈ B ∩ Ω
inf
z∈2B
ωL,z(4B)G(x, y)rn−1B .
infz∈2B ω
L,z(4B)
|x− y|n−1 r
n−1
B . inf
z∈2B
ωL,z(4B)
and since G(x, ·) vanishes on ∂Ω, we thus have that, for some constant
C > 0,
lim sup
y→ξ
CωL,y(4B)− inf
z∈2B
ωL,z(4B)G(x, y)rn−1B ≥ 0 for all ξ ∈ ∂(Ω\2B)
and so (4.4) follows from the maximum principle [HKM06, Theorem 11.9].
The case n = 1 is similar. 
By an iteration argument using the previous lemma, one can obtain the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.7. Let Ω ( Rn+1 be open with the CDC. Let x ∈ ∂Ω and 0 <
r < diamΩ. Let u be a non-negative L-harmonic function in B(x, 4r) ∩ Ω
and continuous in B(x, 4r) ∩ Ω so that u ≡ 0 in ∂Ω ∩ B(x, 4r). Then
extending u by 0 in B(x, 4r) \ Ω, there exists a constant α > 0 such that
u(y) ≤ C
(
δΩ(y)
r
)α
sup
B(x,2r)
u for all y ∈ B(x, r), (4.5)
where C and α depend on n, Λ and the CDC constant, and δΩ(y) =
dist(y,Ωc). In particular, u is α-Ho¨lder continuous in B(x, r).
The following lemma is standard but we provide a proof for the sake of
completeness.
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Lemma 4.8. Let Ω ⊂ Rn+1 be an open set, and assume that A is an elliptic
matrix and Φ : Rn+1 → Rn+1 is a bi-Lipschitz map. Set
A˜ := | detDΦ|DΦ−1(A◦Φ)DTΦ−1.
Then u is a weak solution of LAu = 0 in Φ(Ω) if and only if u˜ = u ◦ Φ is a
weak solution of LA˜u˜ = 0 in Ω.
Proof. Let ϕ ∈ C∞c (Rn+1) and ϕ = ψ ◦ Φ. Then by change of variables
and the chain rule∫
Φ(Ω)
A∇u∇ψ =
∫
Ω
(A◦Φ)∇u◦Φ · ∇ψ◦Φ | detDΦ|
=
∫
Ω
(A◦Φ)DTΦ−1∇(u◦Φ) ·DTΦ−1∇(ψ◦Φ) | detDΦ|
=
∫
Ω
| detDΦ|DΦ−1(A◦Φ)DTΦ−1∇(u◦Φ) · ∇(ψ◦Φ)
=
∫
Ω
A˜∇u˜ · ∇ϕ.
The lemma readily follows. 
Wewill usually apply the above lemmawhenΦ(x) = Sx for somematrix
S, in which case
A˜ = (detS)S−1(A ◦ S)(S−1)T . (4.6)
Lemma 4.9. With the same assumptions as Lemma 4.8, and assuming Ω is
a Wiener regular domain, we have that for any set E ⊂ Φ(∂Ω) = ∂Φ(Ω)
and x ∈ Ω,
ω
LA,Φ(x)
Φ(Ω) (E) = ω
L
A˜
,x
Ω (Φ
−1(E)). (4.7)
Proof. Let ϕ ∈ C∞c (Rn+1). Since the function
v(x) =
∫
ϕdωL,xΦ(Ω)
is L-harmonic for x ∈ Φ(Ω), by the previous lemma we know that the
function
v˜(x) =
∫
ϕdω
L,Φ(x)
Φ(Ω)
is LA˜-harmonic for x ∈ Ω. If ξ ∈ ∂Ω, then as x→ ξ in Ω, Φ(x)→ Φ(ξ) in
Φ(Ω), and so
v˜(x) =
∫
ϕdω
L,Φ(x)
Φ(Ω) → ϕ(Φ(ξ)).
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Thus, v˜ is the LA˜-harmonic extension of (ϕ ◦ Φ)|∂Ω to Ω, and so∫
∂Φ(Ω)
ϕdω
LA,Φ(x)
Φ(Ω) =
∫
∂Ω
ϕ ◦ Φ dωLA˜,xΩ , for all x ∈ Ω.
Since this holds for all such ϕ, we get that for any setE ⊂ ∂Φ(Ω) = Φ(∂Ω),
ω
LA,Φ(x)
Φ(Ω) (E) = ω
L
A˜
,x
Ω (Φ
−1(E)),
which gives the lemma.

The following lemma will help us relate elliptic harmonic polynomial
measures to just harmonic polynomial measures.
Lemma 4.10. Let A be an elliptic constant matrix, As = (A+A
T )/2, and
matrix and S =
√
As. Let h ∈ HA and h˜ = h ◦ S. Then
ωh˜ = (detS)
−1S−1[ωAh ]. (4.8)
Proof. Note that since LA has constant coefficients, then LAs = LA by the
fact that for u ∈ C2
LAu =
∑
i,j
aij∂i∂ju =
1
2
∑
i,j
aij∂i∂ju+
1
2
∑
i,j
aij∂j∂iu
=
∑
i,j
(aij + aji)
2
∂i∂ju = LAsu.
Thus, if h is an LA-harmonic function, it is also an LAs-harmonic function.
Moreover, for any ψ ∈ C∞c (Rn+1)∫
ψ dωAsh =
∫
Ωh
hLAs(ψ) =
∫
Ωh
hLA(ψ) =
∫
ψ dωAh .
In fact, without loss of generality, we may assume that A = As.
Recall now that since As is a symmetric, positive definite and invertible
matrix with constant real entries, then it has a unique real symmetric pos-
itive definite square root S =
√
As which is also invertible. Hence, by
Lemma 4.8 and (4.6) with A = As, we have that A˜ = (detS)I and h˜ is
L(detS)I-harmonic, and thus just harmonic.
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Let now ϕ ∈ C∞c (Rn+1) and ψ ◦ S = ϕ. By integration by parts and the
fact that S is also symmetric, we have that
(detS)
∫
ϕdωh˜ = (detS)
∫
Ω
h˜
h˜∆ϕ = −(detS)
∫
Ω
h˜
∇h˜ · ∇ϕ
= −(detS)
∫
Ω
h˜
ST∇h ◦ S · ST∇ψ ◦ S
= −
∫
S−1(Ωh)
SST∇h ◦ S · ∇ψ ◦ S
= −
∫
Ωh
As∇h · ∇ψ =
∫
Ωh
hLAs(ψ)
=
∫
Ωh
hLA(ψ) =
∫
ψ dωAh =
∫
ϕdS−1[ωAh ].

Let us recall some simple facts from linear algebra which help us un-
derstand how the geometry of Ω is affected by the linear transformation
above. Note that S is orthogonally diagonalizable since it is symmetric,
which means that it represents a linear transformation with scaling in mu-
tually perpendicular directions. Hence S−1 is a special bi-Lipschitz change
of variables that takes balls to ellipsoids, where eigenvectors determine di-
rections of semi-axes, eigenvalues determine lengths of semi-axes and its
maximum eccentricity is given by
√
(λmax/λmin) (where λmax are λmin are
the maximal and minimal eigenvalues of S−1), which is in turn bounded
below by
√
Λ
−1
and above by
√
Λ. In particular, S−1(∂Ω) = ∂(S−1(Ω)),
Λ−1/2 ≤ ‖S−1‖ ≤ Λ1/2, i.e., S−1 distorts distances by at most a constant
depending on ellipticity. .
4.4. The main blow-up lemma. We now introduce the main tool of this
paper, which is a variant of previous blow-up arguments, first introduced by
Kenig and Toro for NTA domains [KT06], then extended to CDC domains
in [AMT16]. Both these cases applied to harmonic measure, but it can be
extended to elliptic measures with a VMO condition on the coefficients.
Lemma 4.11. Let Ω+ ⊂ Rn+1 be a CDC domain,K ⊂ ∂Ω+ a compact set,
ξj ∈ K and L = − divA∇ be a uniformly elliptic operator in Ω+ such that
lim
r→0
sup
ξ∈K
1
rn+1
inf
C∈C
∫
B(ξ,r)∩Ω+
|A(x)− C|dx = 0. (4.9)
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Let ω± be the elliptic measures for Ω±. and ω+∞ ∈ Tan(ω+, ξ), with cj ≥
0, and rj → 0 such that ω+j = cjTξj ,rj [ω+] → ω+∞. Let Ω±j = Tξj ,rj(Ω±).
Then there is a subsequence and a closed set Σ ⊂ Rn+1 such that
(a) ∂Ω+j ∩ E → Σ ∩ E in the Hausdorff metric for any compact set E.
(b) Σc = Ω+∞ ∪Ω−∞ where Ω+∞ is a nonempty open set and Ω−∞ is also open
but possibly empty. Further, they satisfy that for any ball B with B ⊂
Ω±∞, a neighborhood of B is contained in Ω
±
j for all j large enough.
(c) suppω+∞ ⊂ Σ.
(d) Let u+(x) = GΩ+(x, x
+) on Ω+ and u+(x) = 0 on (Ω+)c. Set
u+j (x) = cj u
+(xrj + ξj) r
n−1
j .
Then u+j converges locally uniformly in R
n+1 and in W 1,2loc (R
n+1) to a
nonzero function u+∞ which is continuous in R
n+1, vanishes in (Ω+∞)
c
and satisfies
u+∞(y) . ω
+
∞(B(x, 4r)) r
1−n, (4.10)
for x ∈ Σ, r > 0, and y ∈ B(x, r) ∩ Ω+∞. Moreover, there is A+0 a
constant elliptic matrix so that if L+0 = − divA+0∇, then∫
ϕdω+∞ =
∫
Rn+1
u+∞ L
+
0 ϕ, for any ϕ ∈ C∞c (Rn+1). (4.11)
Suppose now that Ω− = Rn+1 \ Ω+, so that ∂Ω+ = ∂Ω− and Ω− is also
connected and CDC. Define analogously ω−j , u
−, u−j , and u
−
∞. Assume that
A is uniformly elliptic inΩ+∪Ω−, (4.9) holds forΩ+∪Ω− andω−j converges
weakly to ω−∞ = cω
+
∞ for some number c ∈ (0,∞). Then Ω−∞ 6= ∅ and for
a suitable subsequence, (d) holds for u−j , u
−
∞, and Ω
−
∞. Furthermore, if we
set u∞ = u
+
∞ − c−1u−∞, then
(e) u∞ extends to a continuous function on R
n+1 which satisfies L0u∞ = 0
in Rn+1.
(f) Σ = {u∞ = 0}, with u∞ > 0 on Ω+∞ and u∞ < 0 on Ω−∞. Further, Σ is
a real analytic variety of dimension n.
(g) dω+∞ = − ∂u∞∂νA0 dσ∂Ω+∞ , where σS stands for the surface measure on a
surface S and ∂
∂νA0
= ν · A0∇ is the outward co-normal derivative.
Proof. The proof of this lemma can be found in [AMT16] for harmonic
measure for the case that K = {ξ} (i.e. so that (1.4) holds). The proof for
general K is essentially the same in this setting with minor modifications.
Here we shall only record the required modifications (some of which are
quite substantial) for theK = {ξ} case in order for the same proof to work
for any elliptic measure as well. In this case, ξj = ξ for all j. We set
Aj(x) := A(rjx+ ξ), u
±
j (x) := cjr
n−1
j u
±(rjx+ ξ)
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and
ϕj(x) := ϕ
(
x− ξ
rj
)
.
Without loss of generality we can only work with u+ since the results for
u− can be proved analogously.
Notice now that for j large enough, the pole x+ 6∈ supp(ϕj). In fact, for
any ball B centered at the boundary of Ωj , we can find j0 ∈ N, such that for
all j ≥ j0, x+ 6∈ Tξ,rj(B). Moreover, for x ∈ B ∩ Ωj and j large enough,
u+j (x) = cj r
n−1
j u
+(rjx+ ξ) (4.12)
(4.4)
. cj r
n−1
j (rjrB)
1−n ω+(4rjB + ξ) = r
1−n
B ω
+
j (4B).
Proof of (b): We only need to prove the existence of B ⊂ Ω+j for large
j ∈ N. Suppose there is no such ball. Let ϕ be any continuous compactly
supported non-negative function for which
∫
ϕdω+∞ 6= 0, and letM > 0 be
so that suppϕ ⊂ B(0,M). Thus, there must be x0 ∈ B(0,M) ∩ suppω+∞.
We set
δj := sup{dist(x, (Ω+j )c) : x ∈ B(0, 2M)},
which goes to zero by assumption. For x ∈ B(0, 2M) and j ∈ N, let
ζj(x) ∈ (Ω+j )c be closest to x so that |x − ζj(x)| ≤ δj ≤ 2M (the second
inequality holds because 0 ∈ ∂Ω+j ). It also holds that for all x ∈ B(0, 2M),
|x− x0| ≤ |x|+ |x0| < 3M .
Notice now that for any j big enough, u+j is a solution in B(0, 2M)∩Ω+j
and a subsolution in B(0, 2M). Moreover, if x ∈ Ω+j , then ζj(x) ∈ ∂Ω+j .
Thus, for j large, by Cauchy-Scwharz, Caccioppoli’s inequality inB(0,M)
(which also holds for subsolutions) and the fact that u+j and ϕ are supported
in Ω+j and B(0,M) respectively,
0 <
∫
ϕdω+j =
∫
Ω+j
Aj∇u+j · ∇ϕ .λ,Λ,n,M ‖∇ϕ‖∞
(∫
B(0,2M)
|u+j |2
)1/2
(4.5)
.
∫
Ω+j ∩B(0,2M)
(
sup
B(ζj(x),2M)
u+j
)2(
x− ζj(x)
2M
)2α
dx
1/2
(4.12)
.
(∫
Ω+j ∩B(0,2M)
[
ω+j (B(ζj(x), 8M)) (2M)
1−n
]2
dx
)1/2(
δj
2M
)α
. (2M)
n+1
2 ω+j (B(x0, 13M)) (2M)
1−n
(
δj
2M
)α
,
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and thus
0 <
∫
ϕdω+∞ .λ,Λ,n,M,ϕ
(
lim sup
j→∞
ω+j (B(x0, 13M))
)
lim
j
δαj
≤ ω+∞(B(x0, 13M)) · 0 = 0,
which is a contradiction. Thus, there is B ⊂ Ωj for all large j (after passing
to a subsequence).
Proof of (d): Arguing as in [AMT16], there exists u+∞ which is continuous
in Rn+1 and vanishes on (Ω+∞)
c such that (after passing to a subsequence)
u+j → u+∞ uniformly on compact sets of Rn+1. Moreover, it is not hard to
see that u+j ∈ W 1.2(B) for large j. Indeed, by (4.12), it is clear that
‖u+j ‖2L2(B) . r3−nB [ω+j (4B)]2, (4.13)
while by Caccioppoli’s inequality and (4.12),∫
B
|∇u+j |2 . r−2B
∫
B
|u+j |2 . r−2B [r1−nB ω+j (4B)]2rn+1B = r1−nB [ω+j (4B)]2.
(4.14)
In view of (4.13) and (4.14) we have that
lim sup
j→∞
‖u+j ‖W 1,2(B) . r
1−n
2
B (1 + rB) lim sup
j→∞
ω+j (4B)
≤ r
1−n
2
B (1 + rB)ω
+
∞(4B) <∞.
Therefore, by [HKM06, Theorem 1.32], u+∞ ∈ W 1,2loc (Rn+1) and there exists
a further subsequence of u+j that converges weakly to u
+
∞ inW
1,2
loc (R
n+1).
Notice that
−
∫
Ω+j
Aj∇u+j · ∇ϕ =
∫
ϕdω+j .
Indeed, by a change of variables, and lettingϕj = ϕ◦Tξ,rj and ϕj = ϕ◦Tξ,rj∫
ϕdω+j = cj
∫
ϕj dω
+ =
∫
Ω+
A∇u+ · ∇ϕj
= cjr
n
j
∫
Ω+j
A(rjx+ ξ)∇u+(rjx+ ξ) · ∇ϕ(x)dx
=
∫
Ω+j
Aj∇u+j · ∇ϕ.
Let Cj,k be a constant elliptic matrix so that
lim
j
(krj)
−1−n
∫
B(ξ,krj)∩Ω+
|A− Cj,k| = 0.
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By a diagonalization argument and compactness, we may pass to a subse-
quence so that for each k, Cj,k converges to a uniformly elliptic matrix Ck
with constant coefficients. It is not hard to check that we must in fact have
that Ck = A
+
0 for some fixed matrix A
+
0 (using the fact that inf δj > 0).
Thus, we have
lim
j
(Mrj)
−1−n
∫
B(ξ,Mrj)∩Ω+
|A− A+0 | = 0 for allM ≥ 1. (4.15)
To see the ellipticity of A+0 is pretty easy but we show the details for com-
pleteness. Note that since A is uniformly elliptic for a.e. x ∈ Ω+, then for
ξ ∈ Rn+1,
Λ−1|ξ|2 ≤ A(x)ξ · ξ = (A(x)− A+0 ) ξ · ξ + A+0 ξ · ξ.
Then, if we take averages overB(ξ,Mrj)∩Ω, use the existence of corkscrew
balls inΩj for large j proved in (b) and then take limits as j →∞, by (4.15)
we have
Λ−1|ξ|2 ≤ A+0 ξ · ξ.
The upper bound follows by a similar argument and the proof is omitted.
We will now estimate the difference∫
Ω+j
Aj∇u+j · ∇ϕ−
∫
Ω+∞
A+0∇u+∞ · ∇ϕ, (4.16)
for sufficiently large j.
To this end, let supp(ϕ) ⊂ B(0,M). Note that
|(4.16)| ≤
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ω+j
(A(rjx+ ξ)− A+0 )∇u+j · ∇ϕ
∣∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∫
B(0,M)
(∇u+j 1Ωj −∇u+∞1Ω∞) · A+,∗0 ∇ϕ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ I1 + I2.
Since uj and u∞ are supported in Ω
+
j and Ω
+
∞ respectively, by the weak
convergence of∇uj to∇u∞ in L2(B(0,M)), we have that I2 → 0. On the
other hand, since A and A+0 ∈ L∞(Ω),
I1 ≤ ||∇u+j ||L2(B(0,M))||∇ϕ||∞
(∫
B(0,M)∩Ω+j
|A(rjx+ ξ)− A+0 |2dx
)1/2
(4.14)
. Λ M
1−n
2 ω+∞(B(0, 4M))
(
1
r1+nj
∫
B(0,Mrj)∩Ω+
|A(x)− A+0 |dx
)1/2
(4.15)
→ 0 .
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Thus, combining the above estimates and taking j →∞, we infer that
−
∫
Ω+∞
A+0∇u+∞ · ∇ϕ =
∫
ϕdω+∞.
In particular, u+∞ is a continuous weak solution of
L+0 w = − divA+0∇w = 0 in Ω+∞.
Since L+0 is a second order elliptic operator with constant coefficients, u
+
∞ is
real analytic in Ω+∞. Thus, by definition of u
+
∞ and since the gradient of its
extension by zero is the extension by zero of the gradient (see Proposition
9.18 in [Bre11]), we have that∫
Ω+∞
A+0∇u+∞ · ∇ϕ =
∫
Rn+1
A+0∇u+∞ · ∇ϕ.
We now use the divergence theorem along with the fact that supp(∇ϕ) ⊂
B(0.M) and obtain∫
ϕdω+∞ = −
∫
Rn+1
div[u+∞A
+,∗
0 ∇ϕ] +
∫
Rn+1
u+∞ L
+,∗
0 ϕ
= −0 +
∫
Rn+1
u+∞ L
+,∗
0 ϕ,
which finishes the proof of (d). The rest of the proof is almost identical
since one only uses that u∞ real analytic in R
n+1 and Liouville’s theorem
for positive solutions of uniformly elliptic equations (see e.g. Corollary
6.11 in [HKM06]).
On may argue similarly in the case of u−j . Notice that in this case, we
will obtain a constant coefficient uniformly elliptic matrix A0 such that
lim
j
(Mrj)
−1−n
∫
B(ξ,Mrj)∩(Ω+∪Ω−)
|A− A0| = 0 for allM ≥ 1. (4.17)

Now we prove a slightly weaker version of this result in the next two
lemmas. Again, this is based on the details in the proof of [AMTV16,
Lemma 5.3], but with some adjustments for elliptic measure.
Lemma 4.12. Let Ω ⊂ Rn+1 be a domain. Let ξj ∈ ∂Ω and L = − divA∇
be a uniformly elliptic operator in Ω such that (1.3) holds with K = {ξj}
and, if ω = ωLA,x0Ω is its LA-harmonic measure with pole at x0 ∈ Ω, there
is rj → 0 and cj > 0 so that
ωj := cjTξj ,rj [ω]→ ω∞
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lim inf
j
|Ω ∩ B(ξj, rj)|
rn+1j
> 0, (4.18)
and
ωz(B(ξj, rj/2)) & 1 for all j and z ∈ B(ξj, rj) ∩ Ω. (4.19)
Then there is a subsequence such that the following hold: If u(x) = GΩ(x, x0)
on Ω and u(x) = 0 on Ωc, and
uj(x) = cj u(xrj + ξj) r
n−1
j ,
then uj converges in L
2
loc(
1
2
B) to a nonzero function u∞ which is LA0-
harmonic in {x : u∞ > 0} ∩ 12B, for constant uniformly elliptic matrix
A0, and such that
||u∞||L2( 1
2
B) . ω∞(B(0, 2)), (4.20)
and for any ϕ ∈ C∞c (12B),∫
ϕdω∞ =
∫
Rn+1
u∞ LA0ϕ. (4.21)
If ξ = ξj and A is continuous at ξ, then A0 is just the value of A at ξ.
Proof. Recall that we denote B = B(0, 1). Again, to simplify notation,
we’ll just prove the case when ξj = ξ ∈ ∂Ω.
By (4.19), without loss of generality, we can scale the cj so that
ω∞
(
1
4
B
)
= 1. (4.22)
Let Ωj = Tξ,rj(Ω). By (4.19) and (4.4),
ω(B(ξ, 2rj)) & r
n−1
j u(x) for all x ∈ B(ξ, rj) ∩ Ω1, (4.23)
and so,
ωj(2B) & uj(x) for all x ∈ B ∩ Ωj1, (4.24)
By Caccioppoli’s inequality for L-subharmonic functions and the uni-
form boundedness of u in B, we deduce that, for i = 1, 2,
lim sup
j→∞
‖∇uj‖L2( 1
2
B) . lim sup
j→∞
‖uj‖L2(B)
. lim sup
j→∞
ωj(2B) ≤ ω∞(2B).
By the Rellich-Kondrachov theorem, the unit ball of the Sobolev space
W 1,2(1
2
B) is relatively compact in L2(1
2
B), and thus there exists a subse-
quence of the functions uj which converges strongly in L
2(1
2
B) to another
function u∞ ∈ L2(12B). This and the above inequality imply (4.20).
By the same diagonalization argument as in the proof of the previous
lemma (although using (4.18) instead of inf δj > 0 that we used in the
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previous lemma), we can pass to a subsequence so that, for some uniformly
elliptic matrix A0 with constant coefficients,
lim
j
(Mrj)
−1−n
∫
B(ξ,Mrj)∩Ω
|A(x)− A0| = 0, for allM ≥ 1. (4.25)
It easy to check that ∫
ϕdωj =
∫
Aj∇uj · ∇ϕdx,
for any C∞ function ϕ compactly supported in 1
2
B. Then passing to a limit,
it follows that∫
ϕdω∞ =
∫
A0∇u∞ · ∇ϕdx, for any ϕ ∈ C∞c (12B). (4.26)

Theorem 4.13. Let Ω± ⊂ Rn+1 be disjoint domains. Let ξj ∈ ∂Ω+ ∩ ∂Ω−
and L = − divA∇ be a uniformly elliptic operator in Ω+ ∪ Ω− such that
(1.4) holds at ξ with respect to both Ω+ ∪ Ω−. If ω± = ωLA,x±Ω± is the LA-
harmonic measure with pole at x± ∈ Ω±, and if there is rj → 0 and cj > 0
so that
ω+j := cjTξj ,rj [ω
+]→ ω∞
and
ω−j := cjTξj ,rj [ω
−]→ c ω∞
for some constant c > 0, then there is a subsequence such that the following
hold. If u±(x) = GΩ±(x, x
±) on Ω±, u(x) = 0 on (Ω±)c and
u±j (x) = cj u
±(xrj + ξj) r
n−1
j ,
then uj := u
+
j − c−1u−j converges in L2(12B) to a nonzero function u∞,
which is LA0-harmonic in
1
2
B for some constant uniformly elliptic matrix
A0, and moreover,
1
2
B ∩ suppω∞ = {u∞ = 0} ∩ 12B (4.27)
and (4.20) and (4.21) hold. If ξj = ξ and A is continuous at ξ, then A0 is
just the value of A at ξ.
By applying this result to the sequences cjTξj ,arj [ω
±] for all a > 0, we
see that u∞ extends to a LA0-harmonic function on R
n+1 so that for r > 0,
||u∞||L2(B(0,r)) . r1−n ω∞(B(0, 4r)), (4.28)
and for any ϕ ∈ C∞c (Rn+1),∫
ϕdω∞ =
∫
Rn+1
u∞ LA0ϕ. (4.29)
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Proof. The proof is mostly the same as the proof of [AMTV16, Lemma
5.3], but we provided some of the details here to show the differences.
Again, we assume ξj = ξ. Note that since Ω
+ and Ω− are disjoint, we
may assume without loss of generality that
|B(ξ, rj/8)\Ω+| ≥ |B(ξ, rj/8)|
2
and so Bourgain’s estimate implies
ω+,z(B(ξ, rj/2)) & 1 for all z ∈ B(ξ, rj)).
Hence, the conclusions of Lemma 4.12 apply to ω = ω+, Ω = Ω+ and
u = u+. In particular, (4.24) in our scenario is
ω+j (2B) & u
+
j (x) for all x ∈ B ∩ Ωj1. (4.30)
Again, by rescaling, we can assume that ω∞(
1
4
B) = 1.
Observe now that for any non-negative ϕ ∈ C∞c (12B) with φ = 1 in 14B,
by Cauchy-Schwartz and Caccioppoli’s inequality (since u±j is positive and
L-harmonic in B ∩ Ω±j and zero in B \ Ω±j ) we have that
1 =ω∞(
1
4
B) ≤
∫
ϕdω∞ =
∫
A0∇u+∞ · ∇ϕdx
= lim
j
∫
Ω+j
Aj∇u+j · ∇ϕdx
≤ ‖A‖L∞‖∇ϕ‖L∞(B) lim
j
∫
Ω+j ∩
1
2
B
|∇u+j |
. ‖A‖L∞‖∇ϕ‖L∞(B) lim
j
(∫
Ω+j ∩B
|u+j |2
)1/2
. lim
j
(∫
B∩Ω+j ∩{u
+
j >t}
|u+j |2 dx+
∫
B∩Ω+j ∩{u
+
j ≤t}
|u+j |2 dx
)1/2
. lim inf
j
(
|{x ∈ B ∩ Ω+j : u+j > t}|1/2 · ||u+j ||L∞(B∩Ω+j )
)
+ t
(4.32)
. lim inf
j
(|{x ∈ B ∩ Ω+j : u+j > t}|1/2 ω∞ (2B)+ t) ,
and so, for t small enough,
|B ∩ Ω+j | ≥ |{x ∈ B ∩ Ω+j : u+j (x) > t}| & ω∞(2B)−2.
In particular,
|B(ξ, rj)\Ω−| ≥ |B(ξ, rj) ∩ Ω+| & rn+1j ω∞(2B)−2. (4.31)
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Thus, by the same arguments as earlier in proving (4.24), we have that
for j large,
ω−j (B(ξ, 2rj)) & u
−
j (x)ω∞(2B)
−2, for all x ∈ B(ξ, rj) ∩ Ω−. (4.32)
Thus, we can apply Lemma 4.12 and can pass to a subsequence so that
u−j converges in L
2(1
2
B) to a function u−∞. Hence, u
+
j − c−1u−j → u+∞ −
c−1u−∞ =: u∞ and
c
∫
ϕdω∞ =
∫
LA∗0ϕu
−
∞ dx, for any φ ∈ C∞c (12B). (4.33)
In particular, we can show that u∞ is LA0-harmonic in
1
2
B, and the rest of
the proof is exactly as in [AMTV16] starting from equation (5.15).

5. HARMONIC POLYNOMIAL MEASURES
5.1. Preliminaries. In this section, we review and collect some lemmas
that will help us work with the quantities ωAh .
Lemma 5.1. Let h ∈ HA and r > 0. Then
T0,r[ω
A
h ] = r
n−1ωA
h◦T−10,r
(5.1)
and
Fr(ω
A
h ) = r
nF1(ω
A
h◦T−10,r
). (5.2)
Proof. By Lemma 4.10, it suffices to prove this in the case that h ∈ H .
Note that if h is a harmonic function and ϕ ∈ C∞c (Rn+1), then∫
ϕdT0,r[ωh] =
∫
ϕ ◦ T0,r dωh
=
∫
h∆(ϕ ◦ T0,r) dx = r−2
∫
h∆ϕ ◦ T0,r dx
= rn−1
∫
h ◦ T−10,r ∆ϕdx = rn−1
∫
ϕdωh◦T−10,r ,
and so (5.1) follows. Moreover, by Lemma 3.1 (3),
Fr(ωh) = rF1(T0,r[ωh])
(5.1)
= rnF1(ωh◦T−10,r ). (5.3)

Lemma 5.2. Let h ∈ FA(k) and r > 0. Then
Fr(ω
A
h ) = r
n+kF1(ω
A
h ). (5.4)
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Proof. Note that since h is homogeneous of degree k,
h ◦ T−10,r (x) = h(rx) = rkh(x),
and thus, by (5.2),
Fr(ω
A
h ) = r
nF1(ω
A
h◦T−10,r
) = rnF1(ω
A
rkh) = r
n+kF1(ω
A
h ).

The following is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.1
Lemma 5.3 (Lemma 4.1 [Bad11]). FA(k), PA(k), and HA are d-cones.
Hence, so are FS (k),PS (k), and HS for any S ⊂ C .
Lemma 5.4. Let Aj ∈ C converge to a matrix A ∈ C and let hj ∈ HAj
converge uniformly on compact subsets to some h ∈ HA. Then ωAjhj → ωAh
weakly.
Proof. First we will deal with the case that Aj = A = I for all j.
We first claim that, since h and hj are harmonic, 1Ωhj → 1Ωh a.e..
Indeed, if 1Ωh(x) = 1, then h(x) > 0, and by uniform convergence,
hj(x) > 0 for all large j, and so 1Ωhj (x) = 1 for all large j; simi-
larly, if 1Ω(x) = 0, then either x ∈ ∂Ωh (which has measure zero) or
hj(x) < 0 for all large j, in which case 1Ωhj (x) = 0 for all large j. Thus,
1Ωhj
→ 1Ωh pointwise everywhere in (∂Ωh)c and thus a.e. in Rn+1. In par-
ticular, hj1Ωj → h1Ω a.e.. Hence, for ϕ ∈ C∞c (Rn+1), by the dominated
convergence theorem,
lim
j→∞
∫
ϕdωhj = lim
j→∞
∫
Ωhj
hj ∆ϕ =
∫
Ωh
h∆ϕ =
∫
ϕdωh,
which implies ωhj ⇀ ωh as j →∞.
Now we handle the general case. Let Aj,s = (Aj + A
T
j )/2, and Sj =√
Aj,s, and define As and S similarly. Let A˜j and A˜ be defined as in (4.6),
and let h˜ = h ◦ S and h˜j = hj ◦ Sj . Since
√· is continuous on the set of
real symmetric matrices, h˜j → h˜ uniformly on compact subsets and both
are harmonic. Thus, ωh˜j ⇀ ωh˜, and so
lim
j→∞
ωAhj
(4.8)
= lim
j→∞
(detSj)Sj [ωh˜j ] = (detS)S[ωh˜]
(4.8)
= ωAh .

Lemma 5.5. If A ∈ C and h ∈ PA(k) for some k ∈ N, then
||h||L∞(B) .k,Λ F1(ωAh ). (5.5)
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Proof. Suppose instead that there exist Aj ∈ C and hj ∈ PAj(k) for
which ||hj||L∞(B) > jF1(ωAjhj ). Without loss of generality, we may assume
||hj||L∞(B) = 1, and thus F1(ωAjhj ) → 0. Using Cauchy estimates, {hj}∞j=1
forms a normal family in B and thus, we can pass to a subsequence so that
hj converges uniformly on compact subsets of B and so that Aj converges
to some A ∈ C . Since all hj are polynomials of order k, we know that
the coefficients of hj converge, which, in turn, implies that hj converges
to some function h ∈ PC (k) uniformly on compact subsets of Rn+1. By
Lemma 5.4, ω
Aj
hj
→ ωAh . In particular,
F1(ω
A
h ) = lim
j→∞
F1(ω
Aj
hj
) = 0.
Thus, 0 6∈ suppωh. We will now show that in fact 0 ∈ suppωAh in order to
get a contradiction.
First, by Lemma 4.10, we can assume without loss of generality that A =
I and ωAh = ωh. Secondly, notice that as hj ∈ PC (k), h ∈ P(k) and so
h(0) = 0. By Lojasiewicz’s structure theorem for real analytic varieties (see
e.g. [KP02, Theorem 6.3.3, p.168]), if U is a small enough neighborhood
of a point 0 ∈ Σh, we have that
U ∩ Σh = V n ∪ V n−1 ∪ · · · ∪ V 0,
where V 0 is either the empty set or the singleton {0} and for each i ∈
{1, . . . , n}, we may write V i as a finite, disjoint union V i = ⋃Nkj=1 Γij , of
i-dimensional real analytic submanifolds. Further, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,
U ∩ V i ⊃ V i−1 ∪ · · · ∪ V 0.
Moreover, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ Nk, U ∩ ∂Γij is a union of sets of the
form Γℓm, for 1 ≤ ℓ < i and 1 ≤ m ≤ Nℓ and possibly V 0.
By the main result in [CNV15], dim{∇h = 0} ≤ n − 1, and thus V n ∩
{∇h = 0} is a closed set of relatively empty interior in V n, so in particular,
V n\{∇h = 0} ∩ U = V n ∩ U = Σh ∩ U ∋ 0.
For ζ ∈ U ∩V n\{∇h = 0}, the derivative of h at ζ tangent to V n is always
zero, as h is zero on V n, which forces ∇h to be perpendicular to V n. Since
the normal derivative is nonzero,
U ∩ V n\{∇h = 0} ⊂
{
ζ ∈ U ∩ V n : ∂h
∂ν
6= 0
}
⊂ U ∩ V n ∩ suppωh.
Thus, 0 ∈ U ∩ V n\{∇h = 0} ⊂ suppωh, which gives us the contradiction
and concludes the proof.

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5.2. Proof of Proposition I. Proposition I will follow from the following
more general result.
Lemma 5.6. Let S ⊂ C be closed (hence compact). Then PS (k) and
FS (k) have compact basis.
Proof. Let hj ∈ PAj(k) with Aj ∈ S and assume F (ωAjhj ) = 1. Then by
(5.5) and Cauchy estimates, we can bound each coefficient of the polyno-
mials hj uniformly, and then pass to a subsequence so that Aj → A ∈ S
and hj converges on compact subsets of R
n+1 to a function h ∈ PA(k) ⊂
PS (k). By Lemma 5.4, we have that ωhj → ωh, which implies that PS (k)
has compact basis. The proof for FS (k) is similar. 
As a corollary, we show the following stronger version of (5.5).
Corollary 5.7. For h ∈ PC (k) and r > 0,
||h||L∞(rB) ≈k r−nFr(ωh). (5.6)
Proof. Let h ∈ PC (k) and ϕ ∈ C∞c (Rn+1) be such that 1 1
2
B ≤ ϕ ≤ 1B.
Since PC (k) has compact basis by Lemma 5.6, we can estimate
F1(ωh)
(3.4)
. F1/2(ωh) ≤
∫
ϕdωh =
∫
Ωh
h∆ϕ ≤ ||∆ϕ||∞
∫
B
|h|
. ||h||L∞(B)
(5.5)
. F1(ωh).
For r 6= 1, by the previous inequalities we have
Fr(ωh)
(5.2)
= rnF1(ωh◦T−10,r ) ≈ r
n||h ◦ T−10,r ||L∞(B) ≈ rn||h||L∞(rB).

5.3. Proof of Proposition II.
Lemma 5.8. Let h ∈ HA and
h(x) =
∞∑
j=m
∑
|α|=j
Dαh(0)
α!
xα =
∞∑
j=m
hj(x)
be its Taylor series, where m > 0, which converges uniformly to h on com-
pact subsets of Rn+1. Then Tan(ωAh , 0) = {c ωAhm : c > 0}.
Proof. For notational convenience, we will just consider the caseA = I , the
general case is identical. Note that as r → 0, r−mh ◦ T−10,r → hm uniformly
on compact subsets of Rn+1. Indeed, fix R > 0. Then the series
r−m
∞∑
j=m
∑
|α|=j
Dαh(0)
α!
(rx)α =
∞∑
j=m
∑
|α|=j
Dαh(0)
α!
xαr|α|−m
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converges uniformly to r−mh ◦ T−10,r on compact subsets of B(0, R), pro-
vided r is small enough. In fact, by Cauchy estimates,
|Dαh(0)| .n |α||α|,
and since there exists a constant C > 1 such that k
k
k!
. Ck, then, for x ∈
B(0, R) and r ∈ (0, 1
CR
), we have that
∣∣r−mh ◦ T−10,r (x)− hm(x)∣∣ ≤ ∞∑
j=m+1
∑
|α|=j
∣∣∣∣Dαh(0)α!
∣∣∣∣R|α|r|α|−m
.n,m
∞∑
j=m+1
CjRjrj−m . r−m(CRr)m+1 = (CR)m+1r
r↓0−→ 0.
Let now
νr := r
−m−n+1 T0,r[ωh]
(5.1)
= r−m ωh◦T−10,r = ωr−mh◦T
−1
0,r
.
By Lemma 5.4, νr ⇀ ωhm ∈ F (m). In particular, every tangent measure
of ωh at zero must be a multiple of this one. 
We now state an interesting consequence of these results: that if a portion
of tangent measures of an arbirary Radon measure are harmonic polynomi-
als, then they are all homogeneous polynomials.
Lemma 5.9. Let ω be a Radon measure, ξ ∈ suppω, and k be the minimal
integer such that Tan(ω, ξ)∩P(k) 6= ∅, then Tan(ω, ξ)∩P(k) ⊂ F (k).
We follow the proof in [Bad11, Lemma 5.9], which originally supposed
that ω was harmonic measure for an NTA domain.
Proof. If k = 1, then P(1) = F (1). Now suppose k > 1 and there is
h ∈ P (k) non-homogeneous such that ωh ∈ Tan(ω, ξ) ∩ P(k). Since
h ∈ P(k), we may write
h(x) =
k∑
j=m
∑
|α|=j
Dαh(0)
α!
xα =
k∑
j=m
hm(x),
where m < k since h ∈ P(k) is not homogeneous. By Lemma 5.8,
Tan(ωh, 0) = {cωhm : c > 0} ⊂ F (m), and since Tan(ωh, 0) ⊂ Tan(ω, ξ)
by Theorem 3.8, Tan(ω, ξ) ∩F (m) 6= ∅, contradicting the minimality of
k. Thus, Tan(ω, ξ) ∩P(k) ⊂ F (k). 
We will also need the following result.
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Lemma 5.10 ([Bad11] Lemma 4.7). Suppose h ∈ P (m) for somem. There
exist ε = ε(n,m, k) > 0 and r0 > 0 so that if dr(ωh,F (k)) < ε for all
r ≥ r0, thenm = k.
Proof of Proposition II. Suppose Tan(ω, ξ) ⊂ P(k). Let m be the mini-
mal integer for which Tan(ω, ξ)∩P(m) 6= ∅, som ≤ k. Then, by Lemma
5.9, Tan(ω, ξ) ∩P(m) ⊂ F (m). In particular, Tan(ω, ξ) ∩F (m) 6= ∅.
Since, by Proposition I, P(k) has compact basis, we can use Lemma 5.10
and Lemma 3.9 to conclude Tan(ω, ξ) ⊂ F (m). 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM I
Lemma 6.1. Let S ⊂ C be closed and ω = ωA,xΩ be an LA-harmonic
measure where A ∈ A and LA ∈ VMO(Ω, ξ) at ξ ∈ suppω. Also as-
sume we have Tan(ω, ξ) ⊂ HS . Let k be the smallest integer for which
Tan(ω, ξ) ∩FS (k) 6= ∅. Then Tan(ω, ξ) ⊂ FS (k). In particular,
lim
r→0
log ω(B(ξ, r))
log r
= n+ k − 1. (6.1)
Proof. If Tan(ω, ξ) 6⊂ FS (k), then by Corollary 3.11, there is r0 > 0
so that for any ε > 0 small we may find ν ∈ Tan(ω, ξ)\FS (k) so that
dr0(ν,FS (k)) = ε and dr(ν,FS (k)) ≤ ε for all r ≥ r0. Without loss of
generality, we can assume r0 = 1. For each r > 1, choose µr ∈ FS (k)
such that Fr(µr) = 1 and
Fr
(
ν
Fr(ν)
, µr
)
< 2ε.
Then for r ≥ 1,
Fr(ν)
F2r(ν)
=
∫
(r − |x|)+d ν
F2r(ν)
< 2ε+
∫
(r − |x|)+dµ2r = 2ε+ Fr(µ2r)
(5.4)
= 2ε+ 2−n−kF2r(µ2r) = 2ε+ 2
−n−k = 2−n−k+β,
for some β > 0 that goes to zero as ε→ 0. Similarly,
Fr(ν)
F2r(ν)
≥ 2−n−k−β.
Hence, for ℓ ∈ N,
2ℓ(n+k−β) ≤ F2ℓr(ν)
Fr(ν)
≤ 2ℓ(n+k+β). (6.2)
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Note that ν = ωAh for some h ∈ HA by Lemma 4.13 and A ∈ S , and so
||h||L∞(2ℓB)
(4.28)
. 2ℓ(1−n)ωh(B(0, 2
ℓ+1)) ≤ 2−ℓn−1F2ℓ+2(ωh)
(6.2)
≤ 2ℓ(k+β)−1F22(ωh). (6.3)
Let α be a multi-index of length |α| > k. Then we can pick ε > 0 small
enough so that β is so small that |α| − k − β > 0 holds. Thus, by Cauchy
estimates,
|∂αh(0)| .α 2−ℓ|α|||h||L∞(2ℓB)
(6.3)
. 2−ℓ(|α|−k−β)F22(ωh)→ 0
as ℓ→∞, and so h ∈ PA(k).
Suppose h =
∑k
j=1 hj . If ωh 6∈ FA(k), then there exists j < k such that
hj 6= 0, and by Lemma 5.8, we infer that Tan(ωAh , 0) contains an element
of FA(j). Since ω
A
h ∈ Tan(ω, ξ), we know that Tan(ωAh , 0) ⊂ Tan(ω, ξ)
and thus, Tan(ω, ξ) ∩FA(j) 6= ∅. Hence Tan(ω, ξ) ∩FS (j) 6= ∅, con-
tradicting the minimality of k. This proves Tan(ω, ξ) ⊂ FS (k).
For the final equality, note that Tan(ω, ξ) ⊂ FS (k) and so Tan(ω, ξ)
has compact basis. In particular, by Lemma 3.10,
lim
r→0
d1(Tξ,r[ω],FS (k)) = 0.
Thus, for ε > 0, there is r0 > 0 such that for each r ≤ r0, there exists
µr ∈ FS (k) so that F1(µr) = 1 and
F1
(
Tξ,r[ω]
F1(Tξ,r[ω])
, µr
)
< ε.
Setting νr = r
−1T−1ξ,r [µr], this gives Fr(νr) = 1 and
Fr
(
ω
Fr(ω)
, νr
)
< ε.
By the same arguments as earlier, we can show that there exists γ > 0,
which goes to zero as ε→ 0, so that for all ℓ ≥ 0 and r < 2−ℓ−1r0,
2ℓ(n+k−γ) ≤ F2ℓr(ω)
Fr(ω)
≤ 2ℓ(n+k+γ). (6.4)
Hence, if we set d = n + k − 1, we get
ω(B(ξ, 2ℓr)) = Tξ,r[ω](B(0, 2
ℓ)) ≤ 2−ℓF2ℓ+1(Tξ,r[ω])
≤ 2(ℓ+1)(n+k+γ)−ℓF1(Tξ,r[ω])
≤ 2ℓ(d+γ)+n+k+γTξ,r[ω](B(0, 1))
= 2ℓ(d+γ)+n+k+γω(B(ξ, r)).
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Similarly,
ω(B(ξ, r)) = Tξ,r[ω](B(0, 1)) ≤ F2(Tξ,r[ω])
≤ 2−(ℓ−1)(n+k−γ)F2ℓ(Tξ,r[ω])
≤ 2−(ℓ−1)(n+k−γ)+ℓω(B(ξ, 2ℓr))
= 2−ℓ(d−γ)+n+k−γω(B(ξ, 2ℓr)).
For r < r0/2, let ℓ ∈ N be so that 2−ℓ−1r0 ≤ r ≤ 2−ℓr0. Then
ω(B(ξ, r)) ≤ ω(B(ξ, 2−ℓr0)) ≤ 2−ℓ(d−γ)+n+k−γω(B(ξ, r0))
≤ 21+(n+k−γ)rd−γω(B(ξ, r0)).
Hence, recalling that these logs are negative, we conclude
lim inf
r→0
log ω(B(ξ, r))
log r
≥ lim inf
r→0
log
(
21+(n+k−γ)ω(B(ξ, r0))
)
log r
+d−γ = d−γ.
A similar estimate gives
lim sup
r→0
logω(B(ξ, r))
log r
≤ d+ γ.
If we let γ → 0, then (6.1) follows.

Proof of Theorem I. We set
E∗ =
{
ξ ∈ E : lim
r→0
ω+(E ∩B(ξ, r))
ω+(B(ξ, r))
= lim
r→0
ω−(EE ∩B(ξ, r))
ω−(B(ξ, r))
= 1
}
and
E∗∗ = {ξ ∈ E∗ : (1.4) holds}.
Notice that by [Mat95, Corollary 2.14 (1)] and because ω1 and ω2 are mu-
tually absolutely continuous on E,
ω+(E\E∗∗) = ω−(E\E∗∗) = 0.
Also, set
Λ1 =
{
ξ ∈ E∗∗: 0 < h(ξ) := dω
−
dω+
(ξ) = lim
r→0
ω−(B(ξ, r))
ω+(B(ξ, r))
= lim
r→0
ω−(E ∩B(ξ, r))
ω+(E ∩B(ξ, r)) <∞
}
and
Γ =
{
ξ ∈ Λ1 : ξ is a Lebesgue point for h with respect to ω+
}
.
Again, by Lebesgue differentiation for measures (see [Mat95, Corollary
2.14 (2) and Remark 2.15 (3)]), Γ has full measure in E∗∗ and hence in E.
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Next, we record a lemmawhich was proven in [AMT16] in the case of the
harmonic functions in domains that satisfy the CDC condition, but its proof
goes through unchanged for L-harmonic functions in general domains.
Lemma 6.2. Let ξ ∈ Γ, cj ≥ 0, and rj → 0 be so that ω+j = cjTξ,rj [ω+]→
ω∞. Then ω
−
j = cjTξ,rj [ω
−]→ h(ξ)ω∞.
We define
F := {cHn|V : c > 0, V a d-dimensional plane containing the origin}.
It is not hard to show that F has compact basis.
Lemma 6.3. For ω+-a.e. ξ ∈ Γ,
Tan(ω+, ξ) ∩F 6= ∅.
Proof. We can pick ξ ∈ Γ so that Tan(ω+, ξ) 6= ∅, let ω∞ ∈ Tan(ω+, ξ),
so there is cj > 0 and rj ↓ 0 so that cjTξ,rj [ω+]→ ω∞. By Lemma 6.2, we
also have cjTξ,rj [ω
−]→ h(ξ)ω∞. By Lemma 4.13, (4.27) holds.
In particular, 1
2
B∩ suppω∞ is a smooth real analytic variety, and arguing
as in [AMTV16], for example, one deduces that
dω∞| 1
2
B = −cn(νΩ+∞ ·A0∇u∞) dHn|∂∗Ω+∞∩ 12B,
where A0 is the matrix from Lemma 4.13, ∂
∗Ω+∞ is the reduced boundary
of Ω+∞ = {u∞ > 0} and νΩ+∞ is the measure theoretic outer unit normal.
Hence, ω∞ is absolutely continuous with respect to surface measure of ∂Ω
+
∞
in 1
2
B. Thus, since the tangent measure at Hn-almost every point of ∂Ω+∞
is contained in F , we can take another tangent measure of ω∞ that is in F
and apply Theorem 3.8 to conclude the proof. 
By Lemma 6.1, we also have that dimω+|E = n. It remains to show that,
if Ω± both have the CDC, then limr→0Θ
F
∂Ω+(ξ, r) = 0 for ω
+-a.e. ξ ∈ E.
But this follows almost immediately because, for almost every ξ ∈ Γ and
any rj ↓ 0, we may pass to a subsequence so that, by Lemma 4.11 (a) and
(f), limj→∞Θ
F
∂Ω+(ξ, rj) = 0. This finishes the proof.

7. BMO, VMO, AND VANISHING A∞
In this section, we will prove some estimates relating the logarithm of
a Radon-Nikodym derivative to the mutual absolute continuity continuity
properties of two measures. We will apply them to the specific case of
harmonic measure, but we will prove them for general measures.
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Definition 7.1. Let µ be a non-negative measure on a metric space X . We
say that a function f ∈ L1loc(µ) is of bounded mean oscillation and write
f ∈ BMO(µ), if there exists a constant C > 0 such that
sup
r∈(0,∞)
sup
x∈suppµ
−
∫
B(x,r)
|f − fB(x,r)|dµ ≤ C, (7.1)
where fA := −
∫
A
f dµ := µ(A)−1
∫
A
f dµ, for any A ⊂ X with µ(A) >
0. We define the space of vanishing mean oscillation VMO(µ) to be the
closure in the BMO(µ) norm of the set of bounded uniformly continuous
functions defined on X . Equivalently, we say f ∈ VMO(µ) if f ∈ L1loc(µ)
and
lim
r→0
sup
x∈suppµ
−
∫
B(x,r)
|f − fB(x,r)|dµ = 0, (7.2)
Definition 7.2. For two measures µ and ν on a metric spaceX , we will say
ν ∈ A∞(µ) if µ ≪ ν there is K = K(µ, ν) so that for any ball B centered
on the support of µ,
−
∫
B
dν
dµ
dµ exp
(
−−
∫
B
log
dν
dµ
dµ
)
≤ K(µ, ν). (7.3)
We will say ν ∈ A′∞(µ) if there are ε, δ ∈ (0, 1) so that for all B ⊆ X and
E ⊆ B,
µ(E)
µ(B)
< δ implies
ν(E)
ν(B)
< ε. (7.4)
We will say ν ∈ V A∞(µ) (or vanishing A∞ with respect to µ) if
lim
r→0
sup
ξ∈suppµ
−
∫
B
dν
dµ
dµ exp
(
−−
∫
B
log
dν
dµ
dµ
)
= 1 (7.5)
and ν ∈ V A′∞(µ) if for all r > 0 there is εr ∈ (0, 1) so that limr→0 εr = 0
and δr > 0 so that for all balls B ⊂ X with rB < r and E ⊂ B,
µ(E)
µ(B)
< δr ⇒ ν(E)
ν(B)
< εr. (7.6)
In the case that X = Rn+1 and µ is equal to the (n + 1)-dimensional
Lebesgue measure, A∞ equivalence is the same as A
′
∞-equivalence, and
this is from Reimann and Rychener [RR75], although it was also shown
later by Hrusˇcˇev in [Hru84] and Garcı´a-Cuerva and Rubio de Francia in
[GaCRdF85].
We recall a notion introduced by Korey [Kor98].
Definition 7.3. A probability space (X, µ) is halving if every subsetE ⊂ X
of positive measure has a subset F ⊂ E so that µ(F ) = µ(E)/2.
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We will first focus on proving the following after a series of other lem-
mas.
Lemma 7.4. Let (X, µ) be a metric measure space, ν ≪ µ, and f = dν
dµ
.
(1) If ν ∈ A′∞(µ) and log f ∈ BMO(µ), then ν ∈ A∞(µ). If X is also
halving, then ν ∈ A∞(µ) implies ν ∈ A′∞(µ) and log f ∈ BMO(µ).
(2) If ν ∈ V A′∞(µ) and log f ∈ VMO(µ), then ν ∈ V A∞(µ). If
X is also halving, then ν ∈ V A∞(µ) implies ν ∈ V A′∞(µ) and
log f ∈ VMO(µ).
The first implication of the second half of (1) of the lemma follows from
the following theorem.
Theorem 7.5 (Theorem 1, [Hru84]). Suppose ν ≪ µ, B is a ball centered
on supp µ, and
−
∫
B
dν
dµ
dµ exp
(
−−
∫
B
log
dν
dµ
dµ
)
≤ C.
Then there are ε, δ > 0 so that, for any F ⊂ B ∩ suppµ,
µ(F )
µ(B)
< δ implies
ν(F )
ν(B)
< ε. (7.7)
Moreover, there is δ > 0 so that
µ(F )
µ(B)
< δ implies
ν(F )
ν(B)
< 2(C − 1). (7.8)
In particular, if ν ∈ A∞(µ), then ν ∈ A′∞(ν), and if ν ∈ V A∞(µ), then
ν ∈ V A′∞(µ).
Proof. We follow the proof from [Hru84, Theorem 1], since he proves (7.7)
but not (7.8). Let δ ∈ (0, 1) to be chosen later, F ⊆ B and suppose µ(F ) =
δµ(B), we will pick δ later. Let f = dν
dµ
, E = B\F , and set
t =
ν(E)
ν(F )
.
Let gB = −
∫
B
fdµ. Then
logC ≥ (log f−1)B+log fB = µ(E)
µ(B)
(log f−1)E+
µ(F )
µ(B)
(log f−1)F+log fB.
(7.9)
By Jensen’s inequality, for any set S
(log f−1)S = −(log f)S ≥ − log fS
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and applying this to S = E, F , we have
logC ≥ −µ(E)
µ(B)
log fE − µ(F )
µ(B)
log fF + log fB
≥ −µ(E)
µ(B)
log fE − µ(F )
µ(B)
log fE +
µ(F )
µ(B)
log
µ(F )
µ(E)
+
µ(F )
µ(B)
log t
+ log fB
= − log fE + µ(F )
µ(B)
log
µ(F )
µ(E)
+
µ(F )
µ(B)
log t + log fB.
Now observe that
− log fE = log
(
µ(E)
µ(B)
µ(B)
ν(B)
ν(B)
ν(E)
)
= log
µ(E)
µ(B)
− log fB + log
(
1 +
1
t
)
and so we have
logC ≥ log µ(E)
µ(B)
+ log
(
1 +
1
t
)
+
µ(F )
µ(B)
log
µ(F )
µ(E)
+
µ(F )
µ(B)
log t
=
µ(F )
µ(B)
log
µ(F )
µ(B)
+
µ(E)
µ(B)
log
µ(E)
µ(B)
+ log(1 + t) +
µ(E)
µ(B)
log
1
t
= δ log δ + (1− δ) log(1− δ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:φ(δ)
+ log(1 + t) +
µ(E)
µ(B)
log
1
t
.
Note that limδ→0 φ(δ) = 0. Let α > 0 and pick δ > 0 so that |φ(δ)| <
α logC. Then
(1 + α) logC ≥ log(1 + t) + µ(E)
µ(B)
log
1
t
. (7.10)
We restrict δ further so that δ < α. If t > 1, then µ(E)
µ(B)
log 1
t
≥ log 1
t
;
otherwise,
µ(E)
µ(B)
log 1
t
≥ (1− α) log 1
t
since
µ(E)
µ(B)
= 1− δ > 1− α. Thus, in
any case, we have
1 + α
1− α logC > log
1
t
. (7.11)
This implies t ≥ c = C−(1+α)/(1−α), and so
ν(F ) =
ν(F )
1 + t
+
tν(F )
1 + t
=
ν(F ) + ν(E)
1 + t
=
ν(B)
1 + t
≤ ν(B)
1 + c
.
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This proves (7.7) with ε = (1 + c)−1. To prove (7.8), we go back to (7.10)
with the same bound on δ. Then, since t ≥ c,
(1 + α) logC ≥ log(1 + t) + µ(E)
µ(B)
log
1
t
= log
(
1 +
1
t
)
+
µ(F )
µ(B)
log t
≥ log
(
1 +
1
t
)
− δ 1 + α
1− α logC.
Since δ < α, this implies
log
(
1 +
1
t
)
<
(
1 + α + δ
1 + α
1− α
)
logC = (1 + α)
(
1 +
δ
1− α
)
logC
<
1 + α
1− α logC,
and so
C(1+α)/(1−α) − 1 > 1
t
.
We now pick α so that C(1+α)/(1−α) − 1 = 2(C − 1), and we are done.

Showing that V A∞ implies the logarithm of the density is VMO was
shown by Korey.
Theorem 7.6 (Theorem 4 and Section 3.5 [Kor98]). There is a universal
constant c > 0 so that the following holds. Let (X, µ) be a halving proba-
bility space, and suppose that(∫
X
exp gdµ
)
/ exp
(∫
X
gdµ
)
≤ K. (7.12)
Then ∫
X
∣∣∣∣g − ∫
X
gdµ
∣∣∣∣dµ ≤ log 2K (7.13)
and asK → 1, ∫
X
∣∣∣∣g − ∫
X
gdµ
∣∣∣∣dµ ≤ c√K − 1 (7.14)
Lemma 7.7. let (X, µ) be a metric probability space and suppose ν ≪ µ.
Let ε, δ ∈ (0, 1) be so that for any E ⊂ X ,
µ(E) < δµ(X) ⇒ ν(E) < εν(X). (7.15)
Set f = dν
dµ
and assume
−
∫
X
∣∣∣∣log f −−∫
X
log fdµ
∣∣∣∣ dµ < η. (7.16)
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Then
1 ≤ −
∫
X
fdµ exp
(
−−
∫
X
log fdµ
)
≤ e
η/δ
1− ε. (7.17)
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume µ(X) = ν(X) = 1. Let
ε > 0 and pick δ so that (7.15) holds.
Let c =
∫
X
log f dµ and
G = {| log f − c| < ρ := ηδ−1}, F = Gc. (7.18)
Then, by Chebysev’s inequality and (7.16), we infer that µ(F ) < δ, which,
in turn, by (7.15), implies
ν(F ) < ε. (7.19)
Moreover, on the set G,
η
δ
> | log f − c|
and so
f ≤ ec+η/δ on G. (7.20)
Then,
1 =
ν(X)
µ(X)
=
∫
X
fdµ
(7.20)
≤
(∫
G
ec+η/δdµ+
∫
F
fdµ
)
≤ ec+η/δ + ν(F ) (7.19)< ec+η/δ + ε.
Thus,
(1− ε)
∫
X
fdµ = 1− ε < ec+η/δ
and so ∫
X
fdµ <
ec+η/δ
1− ε .
This and Jensen’s inequality imply
1 ≤ e−c
∫
X
fdµ < e−c
1
1− εe
c+η/δ =
1
1− εe
η/δ. (7.21)

Corollary 7.8. let (X, µ) be a metric measure space. Set f = dν
dµ
and
assume that for some sequence of balls Bj in X ,
lim
j
−
∫
Bj
∣∣∣∣∣log f −−
∫
Bj
log fdµ
∣∣∣∣∣ dµ = 0. (7.22)
and for all ε > 0 there is δ > 0 so that for j sufficiently large,
µ(E)
µ(Bj)
< δ implies
ν(E)
ν(Bj)
< ε. (7.23)
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Then
lim
j→∞
−
∫
Bj
fdµ exp
(
−−
∫
Bj
log fdµ
)
= 1. (7.24)
In particular, if log f ∈ VMO(dµ) and ν ∈ V A′∞(µ), then ν ∈ V A∞(µ).
Proof. Let ε, η > 0 and let δ > 0 be so that (7.23) holds for j large enough.
Then (7.16) holds (with Bj in place of X and µ|Bj in place of µ). Then
(7.17) must hold. In particular,
lim sup
j→∞
−
∫
Bj
fdµ exp
(
−−
∫
Bj
log fdµ
)
≤ e
η/δ
1− ε.
As ε and δ did not depend on η, we can send η → 0, and then ε → 0 since
δ now vanishes from the inequality, and then we obtain (7.24). 
Proof of Lemma 7.4. The secolnd halves of (1) and (2) follow from Theo-
rems 7.5 and 7.6. The first half of (1) follows from Lemma 7.7, and the first
half of (2) is from Corollary 7.8. 
Lemma 7.9. Let Ω ⊂ Rn+1 be any connected domain and ω = ωLA,xΩ where
A ∈ A (Ω). Then ω is halving.
Proof. Suppose there is E ⊂ ∂Ω with ω(E) > 0 that is not halving. For
t ∈ R and v ∈ Sn−1, let Ht,v = {x ∈ Rn+1 : x · v ≥ t}. Then t 7→
ω(Ht,v ∩ E) is not continuous for any v ∈ Sn, and so there is tv so that
ω(∂Htv,v ∩ E) > 0. Let Vv = ∂Htv ,v, which is an n-dimensional plane.
Since Sn is uncountable, there is ε > 0 so that ω(Vv ∩ E) > ε > 0 for all
v in some uncountable set A ⊂ Sn. Let A′ ⊂ A be countable. Note that for
any u, v ∈ A′ distinct, Vu ∩ Vv is an (n − 1)-dimensional subspace. This
implies Vu ∩ Vv has 2-capacity zero [HKM06, Theorem 2.27], hence is a
polar set for ω [HKM06, Theorem 10.1] and polar sets have LA-harmonic
measure zero [HKM06, Theorem 11.15]. Thus, if we set
Wu := Vu\
⋃
v∈A′
v 6=u
Vv,
we have that ω(Wu∩E) = ω(Vu∩E) ≥ ε andWu are mutually disjoint. But
since A′ is infinite, this implies ω(E) =∞, which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 7.10. Let Ω+ ⊂ Rn+1 be a connected domain with connected
complement Ω− = ext(Ω+) and let LA be a uniformly elliptic operator
with real coefficients. If ω± denote the LA-harmonic measures of Ω
± with
fixed poles x± ∈ Ω±, then ω− ∈ A∞(ω+) if and only if ω− ∈ A′∞(ω+)
and log dω
−
dω+
∈ BMO(dω+). Moreover, ω− ∈ V A∞(ω+) if and only if
ω− ∈ V A′∞(ω+) and log dω
−
dω+
∈ VMO(dω+).
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Proof. This follows from Lemmas 7.4 and 7.9. 
8. PROOFS OF THEOREMS II AND III
Lemma 8.1. Let ω± be two halving Radon measures with equal supports
and set f = log dω
−
dω+
. Suppose there are rj ↓ 0 and ξj ∈ ∂Ω+ so that
ω+j = Tξj ,rj [ω
+]/ω(B(ξj, rj)) converges weakly to some measure ω with
ω(B) > 0. Further assume that for allM > 0
lim
j
−
∫
B(ξj ,Mrj)
f dω+ exp
(
−−
∫
B(ξj ,Mrj)
log f dω+
)
= 1. (8.1)
Then ω−j ⇀ ω as well.
The proof is similar to that of [KT06, Theorem 4.4], though using the
techniques of the previous section, we no longer require the doubling as-
sumption.
Proof. Let Bj = B(ξj, rj) and for a ball B set cB = −
∫
B
log f . By assump-
tion, for eachM > 0,
e−cMBj
ω−(MBj)
ω+(MBj)
→ 1 as j →∞. (8.2)
Let ϕ ∈ C∞c (Rn+1) with support in B(0,M) for some M > 0 and let
ϕj = ϕ ◦ Tξj ,rj . Then suppϕj ⊂ MBj . Let ε > 0. By (8.2), for j large
enough, we have that
0 ≤ e−cBj ω
−(Bj)
ω+(Bj)
− 1 < ε and 0 ≤ e−cMBj ω
−(MBj)
ω+(MBj)
− 1 < ε. (8.3)
Let now η = c
√
1− ε, where c is the constant in (7.14). For j large enough,
Theorem 7.6 and (8.2) imply
−
∫
Bj
| log f − cBj | dω+ < η and −
∫
MBj
| log f − cMBj | dω+ < η. (8.4)
Note that ε is independent of η. For fixed δ > 0 and for a ball B, we set
GB = {ξ ∈ B ∩ ∂Ω+ : | log f(ξ)− cB| ≤ η/δ}, FB = B\GB.
Then, Chebyshev’s inequality and (8.4) imply
ω+(FBj ) < δ ω
+(Bj) and ω
+(FMBj ) < δ ω
+(MBj), (8.5)
and for δ > 0 small enough and j large enough, Theorem 7.5 and (8.2)
imply
ω−(FBj ) < εω
−(Bj) and ω
−(FMBj ) < εω
−(MBj). (8.6)
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Let C = 2ω(MB)
ω(B)
. Since ω(B) > 0, we know
lim sup
j→∞
ω+(MBj)
ω+(Bj)
= lim sup
j→∞
ω+j (MB)
ω+j (B)
≤ ω(MB)
ω(B)
= C/2,
and so for j large enough,
ω+(MBj) ≤ Cω+(Bj). (8.7)
Also, note that for j large enough,
|cBj − cMBj | =
∣∣∣∣∣−
∫
Bj
(cBj − cMBj )
∣∣∣∣∣ dω+
≤ −
∫
Bj
|cBj − log f | dω+ +−
∫
Bj
| log f − cMBj | dω+
(8.4)
< η +
ω+(MBj)
ω+(Bj)
−
∫
MBj
| log f − cMBj | dω+
(8.4)
(8.7)
< (1 + C)η. (8.8)
Hence,
ω−(MBj)
(8.3)≤ ω+(MBj)(1 + ε)ecMBj
(8.7)
(8.8)
< Cω+(Bj)(1 + ε)e
cBj+(1+C)η
(8.3)≤ Cω−(Bj)(1 + ε)e(1+C)η ≤ 2Ce(1+C)ω−(Bj)
.C ω
−(Bj). (8.9)
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Then∫
ϕdω−j −
∫
ϕdω+j =
1
ω−(Bj)
∫
MBj
ϕjdω
− − 1
ω+(Bj)
∫
MBj
ϕjdω
+
=
1
ω−(Bj)
∫
MBj∩FMBj
ϕjfdω
+
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:I1
+
1
ω−(Bj)
∫
MBj∩GMBj
(f − ecMBj )ϕjdω+︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:I2
− e
cMBj
ω−(Bj)
∫
MBj∩FMBj
ϕjdω
+
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:I3
+
ecMBj
ω−(Bj)
∫
MBj
ϕjdω
+ − 1
ω+(Bj)
∫
MBj
ϕjdω
+
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:I4
= I1 + I2 − I3 + I4.
We will estimate each of these terms separately, with the understanding
that j is large enough (depending onM and η).
|I1| ≤ ||ϕ||∞
ω−(Bj)
∫
MBj
1FMBj
fdω+
=
||ϕ||∞ω−(FMBj )
ω−(Bj)
=
ω−(MBj)
ω−(Bj)
||ϕ||∞ω−(FMBj )
ω−(MBj)
(8.6)
(8.9)
. C,M,||ϕ||∞ ε.
Next, for points in GMBj ,
e−η/δecMBj ≤ f ≤ eη/δecMBj
and so
ecMBj (e−η/δ − 1) ≤ f − ecMBj ≤ ecMBj (eη/δ − 1).
Thus, for η > 0 small enough (i.e., for j large enough), we can make
|f − ecMBj | < δecMBj on GMBj .
Therefore,
|I2| ≤ δe
cMBj ||ϕ||∞
ω−(Bj)
ω+(GMBj ) ≤
δecMBj ||ϕ||∞
ω−(Bj)
ω+(MBj)
= ecMBj
ω+(MBj)
ω−(MBj)
δ||ϕ||∞ω−(MBj)
ω−(Bj)
(8.9)
(8.3)
. ||ϕ||∞,C,M δ.
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|I3| ≤ e
cMBj ||ϕ||∞
ω−(Bj)
ω+(FMBj )
(8.5)
< δ
ecMBj ||ϕ||∞
ω−(Bj)
ω+(MBj)
= δ
ecMBj ||ϕ||∞ω−(MBj)
ω−(Bj)
ω+(MBj)
ω−(MBj)
(8.3)
(8.9)
. C,M,||ϕ||∞ δ.
Finally,
|I4| ≤
(
ecMBj
ω+(Bj)
ω−(Bj)
− 1
)
ω+(MBj)
ω+(Bj)
−
∫
MBj
ϕjdω
+
(8.3)
(8.7)
. C,||ϕ||∞,M ε.
Since these estimates hold for all j large enough, we can conclude
lim sup
j→∞
∣∣∣∣∫ ϕdω−j − ∫ ϕjdω+j ∣∣∣∣ .C,M,||ϕ||∞ ε+ δ.
Now send δ to zero since it only had to be small enough depending on ε.
Finally, ε was arbitrarily chosen, which implies that the above limit is zero.
Since this holds for all ϕ, we get that ω±j have the same weak limit.

Proof of Theorem II. Let ω ∈ Tan(ω+, ξ). We claim that ω ∈ HC . By
Lemma 3.6, ω = c T0,r(µ) for some constants c, r > 0 and some measure
µ of the form µ = limj→0 Tξ,rj [ω
+]/ω+(B(ξ, rj)) for some rj ↓ 0 where
µ(B) > 0. By Lemma 8.1, µ = limj→0 Tξ,rj [ω
−]/ω−(B(ξ, rj)) as well. By
Lemma 4.13 (or Lemma 4.11(g) if Ω± have the CDC), µ ∈ HC , and since
HC is a d-cone by Lemma 5.3, we also have that ω ∈ HC , which proves
the claim.
Hence, ω = ωu for some u ∈ HA and some A ∈ C . By Lemma 5.8, for
some k > 0,
Tan(ωu, 0) = {cωuk : c > 0} ⊂ FA(k) ⊂ FC (k),
and since Tan(ωu, 0) ⊂ Tan(ω+, ξ) by Theorem 3.8, we now know that
Tan(ω+, ξ) ∩FC (k) 6= ∅ as well. By Lemma 6.1, Tan(ω+, ξ) ⊂ FC (k).
The proof that Θ
FΣ,C (k)
∂Ω+ (ξ, r) → 0 if Ω± have the CDC is similar to the
proof of Theorem I.

Proof of Theorem III. LetK be any compact subset of ∂Ω+. Suppose there
was a sequence of radii rj ↓ 0 and ξj ∈ K so that
d1(Tξj ,rj [ω
+],PC (d)) ≥ ε > 0 (8.10)
where d will be chosen later, but it will depend only on n and the doubling
constant of ω+.
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Since ω+ is doubling, we may pass to a subsequence so that ω+j :=
Tξj ,rj [ω
+]/ω+(B(ξj, rj)) converges weakly to some measure ω.
If f = dω
−
dω+
satisfies log f ∈ VMO(ω−), then doubling also implies that
ω− ∈ V A′∞(ω+). Indeed, if ω+ is doubling, then the John-Nirenberg the-
orem holds, and the VMO condition tells us that on small enough balls,
f is a traditional Ap-weight (c.f. [Gar07, Chapter 6.2]). This easily im-
plies fdω+ = dω− ∈ V A′∞(ω+). Thus, by Corollary 7.8, we know ω− ∈
V A∞(ω
+) that (8.1) holds for every M > 0. By Lemma 8.1, ω−j ⇀ ω as
well. Thus, we can pass to a subsequence so that the conclusions of Lemma
4.13 hold. In particular, ω = ωh for some L0-harmonic function h, where
L0 is a uniformly elliptic operator with constant coefficients, and also, for
any ϕ ∈ C∞c (Rn+1), (4.21) holds.
Now we apply the same standard trick from [KT06]. Notice that since
ω+ is doubling, so is ωh, which combined with Cauchy estimates, implies
that there exists β > 0 such that for any ℓ ∈ N and any multi-index α,
|∂αh(0)| . 2−|α|ℓ||h||L∞(2ℓB)
(4.28)
. 2ℓ(−|α|+1−n)ωh(B(0, 2
ℓ+1)) (8.11)
. 2ℓ(−|α|+1−n+β)ωh(B(0, 2)). (8.12)
Hence, if |α| > 1−n+β, letting ℓ→∞ gives |∂αh(0)| = 0, which implies
h is a polynomial of degree at most 1 − n + β. Setting d = ⌈1− n + β⌉
gives a contradiction to (8.10). The proof of (1.7) is similar to the proof of
Theorem I, where we use instead Lemma 4.11 instead of 4.13. 
9. PROOF OF THEOREM IV
All elliptic operators in this section will be assumed to satisfy (1.1) and
(1.2). We will require a few lemmas about elliptic measures in uniform
domains as well as some new notation.
Definition 9.1. Let Ω ⊆ Rn+1.
• We say Ω satisfies the corkscrew condition if for some uniform con-
stant c > 0 and every ball B centered on ∂Ω with 0 < rB <
diam(∂Ω), there is a ball B(xB, crB) ⊆ Ω ∩ B. The point xB is
called a corkscrew point relative to B.
• We say Ω satisfies the Harnack chain condition if there is a uniform
constant C such that for every ρ > 0, Λ ≥ 1, and every pair of
points x, y ∈ Ω with δ(x), δ(y) ≥ ρ and |x − y| < Λ ρ, there
is a chain of open balls B1, . . . , BN ⊂ Ω, N ≤ C(Λ), with x ∈
B1, y ∈ BN , Bk ∩Bk+1 6= ∅ and C−1 diam(Bk) ≤ dist(Bk, ∂Ω) ≤
C diam(Bk). The chain of balls is called a Harnack chain.
Definition 9.2. If Ω satisfies both the corkscrew and the Harnack chain
conditions, then we say that Ω is a uniform domain.
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Theorem 9.3. Let Ω ⊂ Rn+1 be a uniform domain with the CDC and u a
nonnegative LA-elliptic function vanishing on 2B ∩ ∂Ω where B is a ball
with rB < diam ∂Ω and A ∈ A (Ω). Then
sup
x∈B∩Ω
u(x) . u(xB). (9.1)
This was originally shown in section 4 of [JK82] for NTA domains, but
the proof only uses the Ho¨lder continuity of u at the boundary and the fact
that NTA domains are uniform, and so the proof of the above result is ex-
actly the same.
Theorem 9.4. Let Ω ⊂ Rn+1 be a uniform domain with the CDC and LA
an elliptic operator satisfying (1.1) and (1.2). Then, for all B centered on
∂Ω,
ωLA,x(B) ≈ rn−1B GΩ(x, xB) for all x ∈ Ω\2B. (9.2)
This follows from the work of Aikawa and Hirata [AH08]. Their proof is
originally for harmonic measures, but an inspection of the proof shows that
it carries through for elliptic measure as well.
Theorem 9.5. Let Ω ⊂ Rn+1 be a uniform domain with the CDC. If LA is
an elliptic operator satisfying (1.1) and (1.2), B is a ball centered on ∂Ω
and E ⊂ B ∩ ∂Ω is Borel, then
ωLA,xBΩ (E) ≈
ωLA,xΩ (E)
ωLA,xΩ (B)
. (9.3)
Again, this is [JK82, Lemma 4.11], and since the previous two lemmas
are available, the proof is exactly the same for elliptic measures modulo the
proof of [JK82, Lemma 4.10]. The latter can also be proved as in [JK82]
to build a sub-uniform domain, and then showing as in [AAM16, Lemma
2.26] hat the resulting domain is also CDC (all of this instead of a geometric
localization theorem due to Jones, which only works for NTA domains).
Lemma 9.6. Let Ω ⊂ Rn+1 be a uniform domain with the CDC and LA an
elliptic operator satisfying (1.1) and (1.2), and also (1.4) at ξ. If ξ ∈ ∂Ω
and ωj = ω
LA,x0(B(ξ, rj))
−1Tξ,rj(ω
LA,x0) converges weakly to a tangent
measure ω∞ ∈ Tan(ωLA,x0, ξ). Then there is a uniform domain Ω∞ and a
constant matrix A0 ∈ C such that, for each x ∈ Ω∞, ωxΩj ⇀ ωxΩ∞ and, for
all balls B′ ⊂ B centered on ∂Ω∞, if xB is a corkscrew point in Ω∞ ∩ B,
ω
LA0 ,xB
Ω∞
(B′) ≈ ω∞(B
′)
ω∞(B)
. (9.4)
This was originally shown in [AM15] for harmonic measure. In our situ-
ation, the proof is much shorter, so we provide it here.
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Proof. By Lemma 4.11, there is A0 ∈ C so that we can pass to a sub-
sequence so that uj(x) = cju(xrj + ξ)r
n−1
j converges uniformly in R
n+1
to a nonzero LA0-elliptic function u∞ and also so that, if Ωj = Tξ,rj(Ω),
then ∂Ωj converges in the Hausdorff metric on compact subsets. Let Ω∞ =
{u∞ > 0}.
Claim: Ω∞ is uniform. If x, y ∈ Ω∞ with dist({x, y}, ∂Ω) ≥ ε|x − y|,
then they are contained in Ωj and dist({x, y}, ∂Ωj) ≥ ε2 |x − y| for suffi-
ciently large j. Since the Ωj are uniform, for each j we can find a Harnack
chain of length N = N(ε) contained in Ωj . By passing to a subsequence,
we can assume the length of this chain is constant and their centers and radii
are converging, and hence the chain converges to a Harnack chain in Ω∞ of
length no more than N . A similar proof shows that Ω∞ is a corkscrew
domain. Hence, Ω∞ is uniform.
Suppose B′ ⊂ B are centered on ∂Ω∞. Let
ω
Tξ,rj (x)
Ωj
= Tξ,rj [ω
LA,x].
If xj = Tξ,rj(x0), then
ωxBΩj (B
′) ≈ ω
xj
Ωj
(B′)
ω
xj
Ωj
(B)
=
ω
xj
Ωj
(B)
ω
xj
Ωj
(B)
ω
xj
Ωj
(B′)
ω
xj
Ωj
(B)
=
ωj(B
′)
ωj(B)
.
Since ωj and ωΩj are doubling measures, we have
ωxBΩ∞(B
′) ≤ lim inf
j→∞
ωxBΩj (B
′) . lim sup
j→∞
ωj(B
′)
ωj(B)
≤ ω∞(B
′)
ω∞(B)
.
ω∞(B
′)
ω∞(B)
.
A similar estimate gives the reverse inequality, and hence proves (9.4). 
We will use the following criterion for uniform rectifiability due to Hof-
mann, Martell, and Uriarte-Tuero.
Theorem 9.7. Let Ω ⊂ Rn+1 be a uniform domain with n-regular boundary
and let ωΩ be the harmonic measure defined in Ω. Suppose there is q > 1
so that, for any balls B′ ⊂ B centered on ∂Ω, if kB = dω
xB
Ω
dHn|∂Ω
, then(
−
∫
B′∩∂Ω
kqB dHn
) 1
q
. −
∫
B′∩∂Ω
kB dHn.
Then ∂Ω∞ is uniformly rectifiable.
Nowwe prove Theorem IV. Assume ω(E) > 0. Then we may find a sub-
set E ′ of full measure where ω andHn are mutually absolutely continuous.
For almost every ξ ∈ E ′, we also have
0 < θn∗ (Hn|∂Ω, ξ) ≤ θn,∗(Hn|∂Ω, ξ) <∞. (9.5)
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By [Mat95, Theorem 14.7], for almost every ξ ∈ E ′, Tan(Hn|∂Ω, ξ) con-
sists of Ahlfors-David n-regular measures. By [Mat95, Lemma 14.5] and
[Mat95, Lemma 14.6], for a.e. ξ ∈ E ′,
Tan(Hn|∂Ω, ξ) = Tan(Hn|E′, ξ) = Tan(ω, ξ)
and Tan(ω, ξ) consists only of Ahlfors-David n-regular measures. Let
E ′′ ⊂ E ′ be the set of points where this holds.
By the Besicovitch decomposition theorem, we can split E ′′ into two
sets F1 and F2 where F1 is n-rectifiable and F2 is purely n-unrectifiable.
Suppose Hn(F2) > 0. Let ξ ∈ F2 be a point of density of F2 with respect
toHn.
Let rj ↓ 0 be so that ωj := ωLA,x0(B(ξ, rj))−1Tξ,rj(ωLA,x0) converges
weakly to some Ahlfors-David n-regular measure ω∞ ∈ Tan(ω, ξ). By
Lemma 9.6, we may find a uniform domain Ω∞ so that suppω∞ = ∂Ω∞
and, for any balls B′ ⊂ B centered on ∂Ω,
ω
LA0 ,xB
Ω∞
(B′) ≈ ω∞(B
′)
ω∞(B)
≈ r
n
B′
rnB
,
for some A0 ∈ C . If σ = Hn|∂Ω∞ , then σ is Ahlfors-David n-regular and
so if we set
kB :=
dω
LA0 ,xB
Ω∞
dσ
,
then we have that for a.e. x ∈ B ∩ ∂Ω,
kB(x) = lim
r→0
ω
LA0 ,xB
Ω∞
(B(x, r))
σ(B(x, r))
≈ r
n/rnB
rn
= r−nB .
Hence, if B′ ⊂ B is centered on ∂Ω,(
−
∫
B′
k2B dσ
) 1
2
≈ r−nB ≈ −
∫
B′
kB dσ.
Thus, by Theorem 9.7 (which still holds for constant coefficients since
UR is invariant under bi-lipschitz maps), ∂Ω∞ is uniformly rectifiable. By
the main result of [AHM+17], Ω∞ is an NTA domain. In particular, we
can find corkscrew balls B1 ⊂ B ∩ Ω∞ and B2 ⊆ B\Ω∞. Also, for all j
sufficiently large,B1 ⊂ Ωj∩B andB2 ⊂ B\Ωj . By the Besicovitch-Federer
projection theorem, ∂Ωj∩B contains an n-rectifiable set ofHn-measure& 1
(with constant depending on the corkscrew constant for Ω∞ and hence on
the corkscrew constant for Ω). Thus,
lim inf
j→∞
Hn(B(ξ, rj) ∩ ∂Ω\F2)
Hn(B(ξ, rj) ∩ ∂Ω) & lim infj→∞
rnj
Hn(B(ξ, rj) ∩ ∂Ω)
(9.5)
> 0.
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But this contradicts ξ being a point of density for F2. Therefore,Hn(F2) =
0, and we have now shown that Hn-almost all of E ′ is rectifiable, and thus
ωx0-almost all of E is contained in a countable union of Lipschitz graphs.
This finishes the proof of Theorem IV.
10. PROOF OF PROPOSITION III
Assume the conditions of the proposition. We recall the following result.
Theorem 10.1. [HS94, Theorem 1.3] Suppose that Ω ⊂ Rn+1 is a bounded
C-uniform domain. If
p ≤ q ≤ (n + 1)p
n+ 1− p(1− δ) and p(1− δ) < n+ 1,
then for all u ∈ L1loc(Ω) such that∇u(x)d(x, ∂Ω)δ ∈ Lp(Ω),
inf
a∈R
||u(x)− a||Lq(Ω) .n,p,q,δ,C |Ω|
1−δ
n+1
+ 1
q
− 1
p ||∇u dist(·,Ωc)δ||Lp(Ω). (10.1)
(The explicit constant in (10.1) is written at the end of the proof on page
218 of [HS94].) We will use this in the case that δ = 1
2
and p = q = 2, so
(10.1) becomes
inf
a∈R
||u(x)− a||L2(Ω) .n,p,q,δ,C |Ω|
1
2(n+1) ||∇u dist(·,Ωc) 12 ||L2(Ω). (10.2)
Lemma 10.2. Suppose E ⊂ Rn+1 and ε : Ec → [0,∞] is a function such
that for some ball B0 centered on ∂Ω, there exists a constant C > 0∫
B0∩Ω
ε(z)dz ≤ Crn.
Then for almost every x ∈ E ∩ B0,
lim
r→0
r−n
∫
B(x,r)
ε(z)dz = 0
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume E ⊆ B0. Let dµ(z) =
ε(z) dz|Ec. For x ∈ E and r > 0, set
a(x, r) =
µ(B(x, r))
rn
= r−n
∫
B(x,r)
ε(z)dz.
Suppose there is F ⊂ E withHn(F ) > 0 such that
lim sup
r→0
a(x, r) > 0.
Without loss of generality, we can assume F is bounded. Then there is
t > 0 and a compact set G ⊂ F withHn(G) > 0 and
lim sup
r→0
a(x, r) > t > 0 for all x ∈ G.
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For each x, pick rx,1 > 0 so that B(x, rx,1) ⊆ B0 and a(x, rx,1) > t. Let
B1j be a Besicovitch subcovering from G1 := {B(x, r1x) : x ∈ G}, that is, a
countable collection of balls in G1 so that
1G ≤
∑
j
1B1j
.n 1.
Since the B1j come from G , we have that for all j,
µ(B1j )
rn
B1j
= a(xB1j , rB1j ) > t.
Let
L1 =
⋃
B1j \E.
Then since the B1j have bounded overlap and come from G1,
µ(L1) =
∫
L1
dµ &
∫
L1
∑
j
1B1j
dµ =
∑
j
µ(B1j ) > t
∑
j
rnB1j
≥ tHn∞(G).
Since µ(G) = 0, there is δ1 > 0 so that if Gδ1 = {x ∈ Rn : dist(x,G) <
δ}) and L1 = L1\Gδ1 , then
µ(L1) >
µ(L1)
2
≥ t
2
Hn∞(G).
Now inductively, suppose we have constructed disjoint sets L1, ..., Lk ⊆ B0
where
µ(Lj) & tHn∞(G) for all j = 1, 2, ..., k.
and there is δk > 0 so that L
1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk ∩Gδk = ∅.
For each x ∈ G, we may find rx,k+1 ∈ (0, δk) so that B(x, rx,k+1) ⊆
B0 and a(x, rx,k+1) > t. Let {Bk+1j } be a Besicovitch subcovering of the
collection Gk+1 = {B(x, rx,k+1) : x ∈ G}, so
1G ≤
∑
j
1Bk+1j
.n 1Lk+1,
where Lk+1 =
⋃
j B
k+1
j . Since G has µ(G) = 0, there is δk+1 ∈ (0, δk) so
that Lk+1 = Lk+1\Gδk+1 has,
µ(Lk+1) ≥ µ(Lk+1)
2
=
1
2
∫
1Lk+1dµ &
∫ ∑
j
µ(Bk+1j ) ≥ t
∑
j
rn
Bk+1j
& tHn(G).
Also note that by our induction hypothesis
Lk+1 ⊆ Lk+1 ⊆ Gδk ⊆ (L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lk)c.
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Thus, by induction, we can come up with a sequence of disjoint sets Lk ⊆
B0 so that µ(L
k) & tHn(G) for all k, which contradicts the finiteness of µ
since ε is locally integrable. 
Now we finish the proof of Proposition III. By the previous lemma, we
have that for Hn-a.e. ξ ∈ B0 ∩ ∂Ω that
lim
r→0
r−n
∫
B(ξ,r)
|∇A|2 dist(z,Ωc) dz = 0. (10.3)
Let ξ ∈ B0∩∂Ω be such a point. There is a universal constantM depending
on the uniformity constants so that, for all r > 0, there is a MC-uniform
domain Ωr such that
Ω ∩B(ξ, r) ⊂ Ωr ⊂ Ω ∩B(ξ,Mr).
This follows from the proof of [HM14, Lemma 3.61]. See also [Azz16,
Lemma 4.1] or [JK82, Lemma 6.3].
Hence, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
inf
C
r−(n+1)
∫
B(ξ,r)∩Ω
|A− C|
. inf
C
(
r−(n+1)
∫
B(ξ,r)∩Ω
|A− C|2
)1/2
≤ inf
C
(
r−(n+1)
∫
Ωr
|A− C|2
)1/2
(10.2)
. |Ωr|
1
2(n+1)
(
1
rn+1
∫
Ωr
|∇A|2 dist(z,Ωcr)dz
)1/2
.
(
r−n
∫
Ω∩B(ξ,Mr)
|∇A|2 dist(z,Ωc)dz
)1/2
→ 0, as r → 0.
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